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 SmartCash.cc
 Vote
 Block Explorer

(FINISHED) SmartCash Writing Contest Round
#3 - Show us your writing skills and get paid in
SmartCash! 5000$ (5 Winners)
SmartHive
Community Building

Azuuri 2018-02-13 22:55:46 UTC #1

Hey SmartCash community!

As our community grew significantly since last year, we feel it’s time for a new SmartCash Writing Contest!

Rules:

This is NOT a homework assignment, think outside of the box
Any entries MUST be tagged with #SmartCash & link CLICKABLE to SmartCash.cc
Entries need to be posted on the Steemit, Medium or a place with equal traffic.
Every person has unlimited entries

Requirements:

Content MUST be about SmartCash in some way or form and contain at least two of the following topics:
SmartNodes, SmartHive, Smart-Voting, Merchant focus, User friendly approach, Roadmap 2018,
transaction cost and confirmation time.
The bottom of each write up MUST CONTAIN: If you would like to learn more about SmartCash please visit
https://smartcash.cc/

Prize:

We will pay each of the 5 winners 1000$ worth in Σ SmartCash at the time of the payout. 
The Contest will end on the 7th of March and winners will be declared within 48 hours.

Only Entries tagged #SmartCash and linked below as a comment will qualify!

Good luck and have fun! Looking forward to read all your creative entries!

Winners of the SmartCash Writing Contest Round #3

Azuuri 2018-02-13 22:56:37 UTC #2

kozak 2018-02-14 00:12:33 UTC #3

I can write in Portuguese? or do you need to be in English?

Azuuri 2018-02-14 00:54:04 UTC #4

Of course you can also write in your native language but unfortunately I’m not able to understand Portuguese so it will
be somehow hard to review.

https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/Azuuri
https://www.smartcash.cc/
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/Azuuri
https://twitter.com/scashofficial
https://smartcash.cc/
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kozak 2018-02-14 01:42:40 UTC #5

So I’ll write in both languages 

cloudspyder 2018-02-15 05:24:09 UTC #6

Entry_1: https://steemit.com/smartcash/@cloudspyder/smart-retirement-preparation

carlomile2 2018-02-15 13:27:23 UTC #7

So i think in the hive team have people from different languages, so we are promoting decentralization so i think all
participants can write in their native language, so i will do mine in french.

lovenfreedom 2018-02-15 14:02:22 UTC #8

Entry# 1 https://steemit.com/smartcash/@lovenfreedom/threadripper-is-amazing-unboxing-for-smartcash

xervantes 2018-02-15 23:05:05 UTC #9

Here is my entry for the Writing Contest 
Entry #1 https://steemit.com/smartcash/@xervantes/the-one-about-smartcash

Azuuri 2018-02-17 17:07:02 UTC #10

@cloudspyder  @lovenfreedom  @xervantes  Thanks for your entries!

lovenfreedom 2018-02-18 05:18:05 UTC #11

entry#2 https://steemit.com/smartcash/@lovenfreedom/smart-voting-is-on-with-web-wallet

nextgen6 2018-02-19 04:05:00 UTC #12

This is my first post and entry for the writing contest. 
Entry #1 https://steemit.com/smartcash/@nextgen622/bringingt-in-the-chinese-new-year-with-smartcash

SCJG 2018-02-19 05:42:21 UTC #13

Here is my entry #1 https://steemit.com/smartcash/@silascjgoss/the-future-is-smart

mjthestudentactuary 2018-02-19 14:19:38 UTC #15

My Entry: https://medium.com/@michaeljordan_70408/blockchain-and-catastrophe-bonds-how-granulation-can-
open-up-this-new-asset-class-a643d27cfc54

nitego 2018-02-20 08:30:16 UTC #16

My first entry. Thanks 
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Smartcash RoadMap Updated — Steemit

THE A-TEAM The team at smartcash has been very busy lately. If all that was delivered was the
smartnodes, and they… by nitego

cloudspyder 2018-02-20 10:58:21 UTC #17

Entry_2: https://steemit.com/smartcash/@cloudspyder/part-1-major-retailers-and-services-that-accept-
smartcash

mjthestudentactuary 2018-02-21 08:28:14 UTC #18

Entry 2: https://medium.com/@michaeljordan_70408/blockchain-and-reinsurance-the-new-way-to-transfer-risk-
e0283cc2a020

lukestokes 2018-02-21 23:12:10 UTC #19

Here’s my entry!

Thank You from Devon for His New Laptop and Vote for SmartCash on
Binance! —...

A few months ago, my son Devon spent another $8.33 of his money to buy more
SmartCash. You can read the whole story… by lukestokes

I talked about my son’s laptop which he bought with Smart, the new wallet release, the new web wallet update, and the
Binance vote to get SMART listed.

Kim 2018-02-22 17:19:54 UTC #20

Я новичек старался как мог если что нитак извините вот сылка 

SmartCash RU — Steemit

SmartCash Начинаем знакомство с валютой данного типа особенности плюсы-
минусы, а может ещё что-то обсудим, перетрём… by kanstruktor

cloudspyder 2018-02-24 04:24:15 UTC #21

My another good read: https://steemit.com/smartcash/@cloudspyder/part-1-what-is-smartcash

Panache 2018-02-25 09:03:56 UTC #23

Here is my entry 

https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/Kim
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@cloudspyder/part-1-major-retailers-and-services-that-accept-smartcash
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https://steemit.com/smartcash/@lukestokes/thank-you-from-devon-for-his-new-laptop-and-vote-for-smartcash-on-binance
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/cloudspyder
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/Panache
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/mjthestudentactuary
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/cloudspyder
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/lukestokes
https://steemit.com/ru/@kanstruktor/smartcash-ru-4adcc2d0d17d4
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@cloudspyder/part-1-what-is-smartcash
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Reading time: 4 min read

I am relatively new to cryptocurrencies, on the entire model of staking
and...

I prefer mining cryptocurrencies to staking and purchasing. It gives me a sense of accomplishment and I enjoy
the inherent technical…

MMaker 2018-02-25 14:42:31 UTC #24

Here is my article about Smartcash- https://medium.com/@dliv27/инвестируйте-в-smartcash-f78c37839328

xervantes 2018-02-25 15:49:02 UTC #25

My second entry for the contest (and also a good read!):

Passive Income Generators by Xervantes

I also posted the entry on Channels.cc. You can find it here

Smartcash.canarias 2018-02-26 03:45:44 UTC #27

I think the winners shold have different languages on their posts !! I will do mine in spanish for my comunitty !! Amor por
smartcash!!

cryptonash 2018-02-26 06:26:01 UTC #28

Hey guys check it out , this is my entry

SMART CASH — Steemit

Smart as the word suggests is having or showing a quick witted intelligence. If the
name and the logo did not attract… by cryptonash

simplifylife 2018-02-26 13:47:46 UTC #29

Smartcash Transacton Fees and Confirmation Times : Extremely
Secure, Super...

I'm just gonna put it out there : The confirmation time is insanely quick and transaction
fees are super cheap in the… by simplifylife

mjthestudentactuary 2018-02-27 08:54:23 UTC #30

Entry 3: Tax and a New Economy. https://medium.com/@michaeljordan_70408/blockchain-and-tax-how-
cryptocurrencies-can-invent-a-more-efficient-economy-84add3a02f

https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/MMaker
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/mjthestudentactuary
https://steemit.com/cryptocurrency/@xervantes/passive-income-generators
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@simplifylife/rd0kc7ms
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@cryptonash/smart-cash
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/xervantes
https://channels.cc/c/08eeb967-c708-452c-9497-08ad8d882f92?channel=xervantes
https://medium.com/@dliv27/%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B2%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B8%D1%80%D1%83%D0%B9%D1%82%D0%B5-%D0%B2-smartcash-f78c37839328
https://medium.com/@panache/i-am-relatively-new-to-cryptocurrencies-on-the-entire-model-of-staking-and-mining-but-as-i-made-9305e8893dbe
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/simplifylife
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/cryptonash
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/Smartcash.canarias
https://medium.com/@michaeljordan_70408/blockchain-and-tax-how-cryptocurrencies-can-invent-a-more-efficient-economy-84add3a02f
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josh0mattoc 2018-02-28 01:58:17 UTC #31

@Azuuri  Here is my first submission for the writing contest. https://medium.com/@josh0mattoc/smartcash-the-
intelligent-community-money-c9576dcd6670

josh0mattoc 2018-02-28 01:58:54 UTC #32

Absolutely loving reading the other submissions BTW

marilunabella4 2018-02-28 13:12:16 UTC #33

More than writing, I wanted to tell my story, Nose if I counted for the contest, but I would like many to be encouraged. I
do believe in #SmartCash 

Cuando conocí Smartcash — Steemit

Hoy les voy a hablar de smartcash, una de mis monedas preferidas. Actualmente tiene
un precio de 0.23 $usd pero… by marilunabella4

carlomile2 2018-03-01 00:46:32 UTC #34

Le monde comme une communaute, Voici Smartcash le coin
communautaire. — Steemit

Le monde est une communauté et smartcash est la révolution dans la crypto-monnaie
dans ce domaine. Tout ce qui réussit… by carlomile

xervantes 2018-03-01 20:20:22 UTC #35

My third entry for the competition.Financial Freedom by Xervantes

I also posted the blog on channels.cc:

Financial Freedom by Xervantes

simplifylife 2018-03-03 17:24:05 UTC #37

Nodes, Votes and a Sustainable Decentralization!! — Steemit

We have all been really excited about the smartcash masternodes and a lot of nodes
have been set in just about a… by simplifylife

https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/azuuri
https://medium.com/@josh0mattoc/smartcash-the-intelligent-community-money-c9576dcd6670
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@carlomile/le-monde-comme-une-communaute-voici-smartcash-le-coin-communautaire
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/josh0mattoc
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/simplifylife
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@simplifylife/nodes-votes-and-a-sustainable-decentralization
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/marilunabella4
https://channels.cc/c/ca1ff570-5694-4a5c-955f-6f26946c12bc?channel=xervantes
https://steemit.com/spanish/@marilunabella4/cuando-conoci-smartcash-a5641b70f831c
https://steemit.com/cryptocurrency/@xervantes/financial-freedom
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/carlomile2
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/xervantes
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/josh0mattoc
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Reading time: 4 min read

ploudredck 2018-03-05 00:00:27 UTC #38

Hey, this is my first article  I hope you like it.

Be SMART! Get SmartCash! / AKILLI olun! SmartCash alın!

This’ll be my first post in medium and I could not be more excited because it’s going to
be about SmartCash. / Bu benim medium’daki ilk…

English is not my first language, please do not be harsh 

nitego 2018-03-05 02:40:44 UTC #39

Second Entry: 

Anarchaforko First Time Experience - Notes from Acapulco — Steemit

Nothing could prepare me for the Anarchaforko Conference or if a may say decentralize
conference. My trip to… by nitego

marshalllife 2018-03-05 16:50:42 UTC #40

hope i am not late as i heard it will end 2days time so i did my own part in showing my writing skills 
twist is my own version of smartcash- 

Smartcash - My own definition and understanding about the
evolutional Coin —...

WHAT IS SMARTCASH? Smartcash for me is a decentralized community currency
blockchain based on economy and growth of… by marshalllife

Allemeister 2018-03-05 18:38:49 UTC #41

Here is my entry! 

Blockchain, DLT, Decentralization and SmartCash! — Steemit

Here is a brief introduction to the article. In this article I cover the main aspects of
blockchain technology… by allemeister

https://steemit.com/anarchaforko/@nitego/acapulco-first-time-experience-notes-from-anarchaforko
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/nitego
https://medium.com/@kargins6666/be-smart-get-smartcash-akilli-olun-smartcash-al%C4%B1n-5ddba04150f5
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/marshalllife
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/Allemeister
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@allemeister/blockchain-dlt-decentralization-and-smartcash
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/ploudredck
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@marshalllife/smartcash-my-own-definition-and-understanding-about-the-evolutional-coin
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Reading time: 1 min read

I hope you like it!

Antonio-Clark 2018-03-06 01:12:38 UTC #42

Here’s my first article, quick and unexpected ! 

It’s ok… You can pay with Smartcash – Antonio Clark – Medium

Smartcash now:

Somnium 2018-03-06 04:29:28 UTC #43

Comp ends at 7.00am UTC 7/03/2018

You still have 26 hours left.

JohnnyBGood 2018-03-06 05:33:13 UTC #44

Here is my first contest entry about the lastest information about SmartCards for Smart Merchants!

SmartCard--a Decentralized Way to Pay with Smart! — Steemit

The SmartCash developers have provided us with some insight as to how the new
SmartCard will function without the… by cryptoscience

breakthrough 2018-03-06 14:14:18 UTC #45

getting close to the close of the contest but…heres my entry… 

$1000 of smartcash today is worth it...and socialism is bad...ish —
Steemit

So - life has been pretty full recently...have had significantly less time to write...but I saw this writing contest…
by breakthrough

enjoy the read…slightly satirical

paulo380 2018-03-06 17:28:42 UTC #46

Really spent some bit of time compiling this two. I hope it pans out to be educative.

With SmartCash - Cryptocurrency Future Is Bright and Smart — Steemit

https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/Somnium
https://medium.com/@antonioclarkmail/its-ok-you-can-pay-with-smartcash-bc60e78fb89f
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/JohnnyBGood
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/breakthrough
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@breakthrough/usd1000-of-smartcash-today-is-worth-it-and-socialism-is-bad-ish
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@paulo380/with-smartcash-cryptocurrency-future-is-bright-and-smart
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/Antonio-Clark
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@cryptoscience/smartcard-a-decentralized-way-to-pay-with-smart
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/paulo380
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Till date, I still try to remember the channel from where I first
came across SmartCash but can't seem to, but I can… by
paulo380

With SmartCash - Cryptocurrency is ready to be integrated into our everyday...

It's a good feeling that I will get to write this post almost immediately after the previous related post .
In… by paulo380

Antonio-Clark 2018-03-07 02:15:34 UTC #47

Here’s my second article: https://medium.com/@antonioclarkmail/smart-world-and-smart-money-861c3633408d

God 2018-03-07 05:33:30 UTC #48

I hope the result worth the time spent  

What a perfect cryptocurrency may look like — Steemit

Hi fellow reader, I’m glad you’re here. Although this writing is addressed to a wide
audience, even sophisticated… by mastin

BlockchainRelations 2018-03-07 05:52:12 UTC #49

Here is our submission: https://steemit.com/smartcash/@bcrelations/smartcash-self-funding-merchant-centric-
community-driven-and-decentralized

We wanted to fully introduce who SmartCash is today while casting a vision of what it can become in the future.

OhGee85 2018-03-07 06:58:28 UTC #50

My article!! 
Hopefully just in time, 6:58am!!

Make your money work for you with SmartCash Rewards system! — Steemit

https://steemit.com/smartcash/@bcrelations/smartcash-self-funding-merchant-centric-community-driven-and-decentralized
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@mastin/what-a-perfect-cryptocurrency-may-look-like
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/OhGee85
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/BlockchainRelations
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/Antonio-Clark
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/God
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@ohgee85/make-your-money-work-for-you-with-smartcash-rewards-system
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@paulo380/with-smartcash-cryptocurrency-is-ready-to-be-integrated-into-our-everyday-transactions
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SmartCash cryptocurrency. You may or may not have heard of this particular cryptocurrency, but
read on as I share… by ohgee85

Somnium 2018-03-07 08:12:26 UTC #51

Ok contest has ended well done everyone we will review the articles and give a date to announce winners.

breakthrough 2018-03-07 13:27:15 UTC #52

thanks @Somnium  appreciate the contest

MissCrypto 2018-03-07 16:56:01 UTC #53

Hello @Azuuri , 
I’m sorry I didn’t know to put the link here and I only put it on Steemit. 
So I hope it’s good? 
Here is my entry: 

 

I posted on steemit 4 days ago and put the link here and on the discord. 
Christel

BlockchainRelations 2018-03-09 23:32:12 UTC #54

@Azuuri , where can we see the winners?

cryptonash 2018-03-10 03:25:23 UTC #55

So who are the winners ?

Somnium 2018-03-10 09:54:20 UTC #56

https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/Somnium
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/Somnium
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/azuuri
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/BlockchainRelations
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@semptly/smartcash-writing-contest-5000-usd-5-winners-show-us-your-writing-skills
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/azuuri
https://steemit.com/utopian-io/@corsica/smartcash-what-is-it-i-m-here-to-explain
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/cryptonash
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/breakthrough
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/somnium
https://forum.smartcash.cc/u/MissCrypto
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Winners have been chosen we are waiting for Azuuri to announce but he has fallen ill at the moment so we will
announce in a few days time once he is better, thank you for your patience at this time 

Somnium 2018-03-10 09:55:40 UTC #57

@MissCrypto  we will include yours into the contest.

xervantes 2018-03-10 10:01:13 UTC #58

Sorry to hear that, It’s never fun being sick. @Azuuri , Get well soon …

paulo380 2018-03-10 12:05:15 UTC #59

We hope he gets better soon. Tell him the community send their regard.

simplifylife 2018-03-11 03:10:52 UTC #60

@Azuuri  get well soon man!! Hope it isn’t anything too serious.

Azuuri 2018-03-13 02:29:07 UTC #61

I appreciate that guys, thanks! Winners will be announced shortly.

Azuuri 2018-03-14 02:09:46 UTC #62

Winners can be found here: Winners of the SmartCash Writing Contest Round #3

Azuuri 2018-03-14 02:09:59 UTC #63
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Blockchain, DLT, Decentralization
and SmartCash!

 

Here is a brief introduction to the article.

In this article I cover the main aspects of blockchain technology, distributed ledger technology,
and and decentralization. I will also introduce the currency called SmartCash, explaining what
has been accomplished so far and what the road ahead holds.

I hope you find it interesting!

allemeister (47)  in smartcash •  9 days ago

https://steemit.com/trending/smartcash
https://steemit.com/@allemeister
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Blockchain technology

Nowadays banking information is centralized, meaning it is is stored in respective banks'
servers. The banks handle the transactions and it often takes days for bank wire transfers to
finish.

On the contrary, blockchain creates a base for decentralized digital currencies. It's a transparent
ledger where each transaction is recorded in the history and can not be altered. When
transactions are made, timestamps, source and destination are added to a block that will be
mined.

In a blockchain, all blocks depend on the hashes of previous blocks. So it's impossible to alter an
earlier block without making all the later ones invalid. That's why it's called blockchain. A chain
of "blocks" connected by hashes.

The miners solve a hashfunction by utilizing their GPU/CPU power and contribute with shares
of the solution. The block is solved once the appropriate cryptographic nonce is found and the
block reward is distributed to the miners.

The validity of the transaction within the blocks are then checked and confirmed by the
collective computing power of miners within the network.

I made a graphic explaining the process in a simple way.
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DLT Distributed Ledger Technology

To begin this section I will explain what a ledger is.

A ledger is a registry of entries. It's a kind of bookkeeping registry that is registering information
of various kinds. Those can be financial records, public records (birth certificates), university
degrees, contracts and so on.

The standard way of bookkeeping is made by a centralized third party that is registering all the
transactions that are made. In crypto bookkeeping is done by a distributed ledger with help of a
decentralized network. The network validates the transactions that are made and the ledger is
open to everyone. This means that transactions are unalterable and secure.
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Usecases for blockchain & cryptocurrencies

All the hype around cryptocurrencies are not just buzzwords and short-term moneymaking. In
line with a quote from the Bitcoin white paper abstract, the ideology behind it was to be used as
an electronic payment method.

‘’A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash would allow online payments to be sent
directly from one party to another without going through a financial institution.’’ - Satoshi
Nakamoto

While blockchains main use case is an electronic payment method, blockchain supplies a variety
of additional use cases.
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Looking into a currency like SmartCash provides further input on the matter. The upcoming
InstantPay and SmartCard will be a great utility for real life implementation and utilization for
crypto as a real currency.

Having a wallet on a physical card along with near instant payments. Currently transactions on
the SmartCash using blockchain for take around 2 minutes. This will be even faster with
incredible InstantPay system backed by over 10.000 nodes.

How do transactions differentiate from usual bank
transfers?

The big difference between transactions between blockchain and banks is the absence of
centralization and the speed. Normally bank transfers take days and require a lot of personal data
to be approved.

 The beauty of using blockchain for transactions is that they require no personal data to be
submitted, along with incredible transaction speed. While Bitcoin has rather high fees
comparable to bank transfers, SmartCash is close to free (less than a penny transaction fee) and
is incredibly quick (less than 2 minutes for a confirmed, irreversible transaction).
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What are the pros of decentralization and crypto?

Decentralization encourages growth with distributed responsibility and decision-making.
Accountability and transparency is also encouraged since the decision-making is split up.
Makes the development more flexible and innovative.
Improves the efficiency by letting several entities make decisions and lets people contribute
from a grass-root type of level.
Involvement is emphasized since everyone can contribute with ideas and things that
promote the projects.

The big difference between fiat and cryptocurrencies is that cryptocurrencies operate
independently of central banks.
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While both can be used as a store of value, cryptocurrencies follow their respective
protocol algorithm while central banks control the supply of fiat currencies.
There is no countries name on cryptocurrencies and most of them are decentralized.
Transactions are saved in an open, transparent ledger. No currency can be cheated into the
system, meaning it is fraud proof.
Cryptocurrencies are accessible to everyone and do not need personal information to
proceed transactions.
The value is independent and based on supply & demand.

An easy way to illustrate centralization vs decentralization
 

What is SmartCash?

SmartCash is a community governance, cooperation and growth focused blockchain based
currency and a decentralized economy.

The embedded features, such as the SmartHive, lets the community share their ideas by
proposals and create solutions that introduce new third parties and promotes growth of the
project.

https://smartcash.cc/what-is-smartcash/
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The currency can be earned by three different ways aside from buying it off an exchange:

Mining: The usual PoW system where miners are rewarded from pools for contributing
with shares when solving blocks.
SmartRewards: A longterm holding, price-stabilization mechanism. If at least 1,000
SmartCash are held on one address between 25th -> 25th next month (snapshot date)
without sending any funds from the address, they are awarded by 15% of the blockrewards
during that period split proportionally between all eligible addresses.
SmartNodes: A MasterNode network (with already a massive 10.000+ nodes) where 10%
of block rewards go to one node at the time. The SmartNode network will be a supportive
pillar for the upcoming InstantPay system.

What is InstantPay?

While SmartCash is already a very fast currency in terms of transactions, InstantPay with
support of the node network will provide a close to instant payment system.

 This is important to note because this is one thing that a currency needs to be viable for real
world implementation and adoption. There are already a few merchants accepting SmartCash
and with InstantPay this number will most definitely increase.

In my opinion there are a few key points a currency needs to succeed.

User friendliness: Anyone should be able to use the payment system without problems. The
payment process needs to be easy, without forcing people to give personal information or

https://smartcash.cc/what-are-smartrewards/
https://smartcash.cc/merchants/
https://smartcash.cc/smartnodes/
https://pool.smartcash.cc/
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unnecessary procedures.
 

The web wallet that SmartCash made really provides in this matter. Try it out!
Like I just mentioned above, transaction speed is key! (a video demonstration showing a
SmartCash transaction can be found here!). Nobody wants to wait 5 minutes for a
transaction to finish when making a purchase. While transactions already are very fast
compared to other blockchains, with InstantPay it will be suitable for in-store payments!
Low fees: While Bitcoin is a good store of value and the first cryptocurrency, the big flaw
with it are the transaction fees. There isn't much point to use a currency for small payments
when the transaction fee is close to as high as the initial cost for the goods. Another good
thing with SmartCash are the very low transaction fees which are less than 0.01$.
Good customer support: There will always be people that needs help with for various
causes in any branch, this is why a solid customer support is important to not leave
anybody in the dark. As seen on the 2018 Roadmap a bit further down, SmartCash will
create a 24/7 customer support platform to instantly be ready to assist.

What has SmartCash accomplished so far?

SmartCash is a relatively new cryptocurrency. Since July 2017 a number of neat projects has
already been finished. Amongst those are: The SmartHive, SmartRewards, the voting platform,
SmartNodes, merchant implementation, Web Wallet, Android Wallet and more! The reason for
the impressive progress is partly the choice of having a decentralized organizational model with
the Hive Structuring Teams. Those teams are split up for various tasks and promote the
development of several projects at once. If more teams are needed, more will be created and will
increase the capabilities of development even more!

Another reason is the SmartHive.

The SmartHive is a community fund where everyone can create proposals that promote the
growth of the currency and the community votes on their stand towards the proposals. This is an
important and unique feature which really makes a difference.

Voting and proposals can be found here: https://vote.smartcash.cc/

https://vote.smartcash.cc/
https://d.tube/#!/v/simplifylife/rd0kc7ms
https://smartcash.cc/hive-teams/
https://wallet.smartcash.cc/
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The 2018 Roadmap

Talking about roadmap, the recently released roadmap for 2018 holds an immense amount of
interesting projects in the making. I will briefly cover the most important upcoming projects for
SmartCash (in my opinion).

SmartCard: SmartCard opens up new business models for 3rd party merchants by
introducing a physical card for SmartCash to be traded with. Here is some information
about SmartCard: The card will be your encrypted private key. No private keys will be
stored or logged and each card will have a recovery backup. It will also contain more
convenient functionalities to avoid fraud. One of which is the PIN Reset which allows you
to change the PIN code anytime you want.

ELECTRUM Wallet: As of now, the desktop wallet is the main wallet used for starting
nodes and is a bit heavy on new users by requiring the blockchain download, some
command prompts etc. The Electrum wallet will provide a light desktop wallet with great
usability while it doesn't require the full blockchain download and requires less resources
on your computer.
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Reintroduction of privacy protocols: SmartCash will introduce the BIP-47 protocol
which allows the reuse of an address without revealing transaction history. This is a great
feature for merchants and users that want privacy.

The rest of the roadmap can be found here: https://smartcash.cc/roadmap/

https://smartcash.cc/roadmap/
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Financial Freedom

One of the main purposes of cryptocurrency is to achieve financial freedom.

With traditional currency or fiat money you are never really in control of your funds. There is
always a central organization that manages and controls “your” money. You might think that it is
“your” money that you see in your account but in reality it is not.

You might have a nice amount tucked away on a savings account but to access it you will have
to go through your bank (a centralized organisation). The bank can also dictate what you can and
cannot do with your money. You cannot store your digital wealth on an app or local wallet for
example outside the reach or control of the bank.

xervantes (59)  in cryptocurrency •  13 days ago

https://steemit.com/trending/cryptocurrency
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If the bank would go bankrupt, you run the risk of losing all “your” money because the people
managing your hard earned cash will not be able to pay you what they owe you.

As soon as you trust a bank with your funds, you are giving them control over your wealth. If
you think that the bank will just put your funds into an account and leave it there until you wish
to withdraw it, you are poorly mistaken, the bank will use your money to invest and keep the
earnings of those investments for themselves, in fact there is no way to know for sure how banks
are handling the money you put into their accounts.

Banks take a calculated risk based on the fact that it is very unlikely that everyone will withdraw
or use their funds at the same time. So they make sure that only a percentage of the money on
saving/spending accounts is available should people want to do payments or cash out. The rest is
used for investments or other financial transactions. If every customer of a bank would withdraw
his or her funds at the same time than that bank would immediately go bankrupt simply because
the bank would not have the funds to pay everyone what they are owed.

A lot of banks even limit the daily amounts of money that you can withdraw, just think
about it. Someone else is actually deciding what you can and can not do with your own
hard earned money.

Cryptocurrency is everything that fiat money isn’t. It takes away the control of central
organizations and puts it where it really belongs….with you. With cryptocurrency you have full
control over your coins. With a private key you are the only one who has access to your funds
and no one can take that away from you. You are also not tied to a single central organization,
you can store your money anywhere you want it. You can leave it on an exchange of your own
choosing, a mobile wallet, a wallet on your PC or even a paper wallet, you can decide to store it
online or offline for even safer keepings.
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for example for a long time I held my bitcoins in my Mycelium android wallet but then I
decided to use the Coinomi wallet because it has more options. I simply imported my
private keys into my freshly downloaded Coinomi wallet.... et voila, all my bitcoins were
now in my Coinomi wallet. Let’s see you do that with a bank account!

Another advantage of crypto are the peer to peer payments. Instead of wiring money from one
bank account to another, you can now directly make payments to another person's wallet. There
is no interference from financial institutions between the payments.

SmartCash is a prime example of a cryptocurrency giving its users financial freedom. Besides
the decentralized aspect of the blockchain, SmarCash also gives the users the means to pay
merchants instantly (instantpay). The coin focuses on the community and holders of the coin can
vote on how SmartCash funds are spent. The SmartCash funds are used to promote community
projects that are submitted by the members of the community. So basically for the people by the
people.

Freedom to decide
 You can earn rewards by holding the coin but it is not a necessity. It is up to you for which

purpose you want to use the coin. Either use it for payments or long term investment.

One of the many things that SmartCash has initiated to give their community (SmartHive)
more freedom to spend their funds is the SmartCash debit card. This will allow the users
to spend their SmartCash in conventional shops and online.

Freedom to participate
 The developers use feedback from the community to decide which direction the project should

go, even more they encourage the community to participate in the development of the project
(Roadmap).

A bank will never involve you in their decisions, they will never ask you for your opinion
how to invest (even it is your own money). The money that the banks are spending is
actually money that has been deposited by their customers but those customers have no
say in the way that the bank handles their money.

Freedom to support
 The SmartCash blockchain is powered by SmartNodes that are setup by the community

members and holders of the SmartCash coin. So in a way the SmartCash network is being
maintained by the community members themselves.

https://smartcash.cc/
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To setup SmartNodes you will need 10,000 SmartCash as collateral.

Cryptocurrencies like SmartCash gives you all the benefits of other crypto like real ownership of
your coins, independence from financial institutions but also a say in how SmartCash funds are
spent, the possibility to setup community projects and participate in the development and
direction of the project.

For a coin to succeed as a viable means of payment it needs to be user-friendly, instant, backed
by the community and have real added value. If we add the fact that by holding the coin you get
a say in the community and can help with the development we can conclude that SmartCash is
providing a great and positive way for people to be free of the choking grip of centralized
financial institutions.

If you would like to learn more about SmartCash please visit https://smartcash.cc/ (or click
on the banner below)

https://smartcash.cc/
https://smartcash.cc/
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Nodes, Votes and a Sustainable
Decentralization!!

We have all been really excited about the smartcash masternodes and a lot of nodes have been
set in just about a couple of months already, the node holders getting healthy payouts!! All
good!! But why exactly are you getting paid from the nodes? It's not like you're "staking" your
smartcash in the node, because as I said in one of my earlier posts, Smartcash blockchain does
not run on the Proof of Stake algorithm.

So, are the nodes similar to smart rewards, in the sense that the smartcash team is just being
extra generous? Nope.

This is because the masternodes are actually contributing to the blockchain. In other words, by
setting up a masternode, you are actually becoming a part of the Smartcash blockchain. You are
providing service to the smartcash blockchain and are being rewarded a portion of the block
rewards for you service to the blockchain, a "proof of service" rewards if you may!! But exactly
what service are you providing to the blockchain by setting up your masternodes, how are you
improving the blockchain?

simplifylife (57)  in smartcash •  11 days ago

https://steemit.com/smartcash/@simplifylife/what-exactly-are-smart-rewards-get-your-basics-right-proof-of-work-vs-proof-of-stake
https://steemit.com/@simplifylife
https://steemit.com/trending/smartcash
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What exactly are these masternodes?
Masternodes are essentially decentralized servers that are connected to the network. You must
have noted that you had to set up a VPS (virtual private server) as an important step of setting up
your masternode and it's absolutely essential that your VPS doesn't have a downtime of more
than 1 hour in a day. This is essential because this server is the most important contribution you
are providing to the blockchain, you are helping to increase the number of servers. These servers
need to be up and running to maintain a certain minimum level of performance and functionality
of the blockchain.

Why are servers important?
Let's take Youtube for example, a very simple example. What is the function of youtube....why is
it there....why do you use youtube? To watch videos. But one day you wake up, and the servers
of youtube are all down. Will you be able to access the site and watch that video you wanna
watch at that moment? No. You have to wait till the servers are back up, because the servers are
where the data is stored, the servers in other words, are what serves you the data, in case of
youtube, the videos. So the more the number of servers available for youtube, the less likely it is
for all the servers to be down at once, ensuring you are always able to access the
videos, whenever you need it!! Similarly when you skype your friend, the data (in this case your
voice and image/video) is being moved around by the skype servers, you upload a picture to
facebook or steemit from your laptop, and you can access the same from your friend's laptop,
because the data (the pictures in this case) is stored on the facebook or steemit servers and
providing you with it whenever you call for it.

So what's the function of a blockchain? What's the function of a server, i.e. what is
the data stored on a blockchain?

TRANSACTIONS.

You wanna buy some smartcash on an exchange? Transaction.
 You wanna withdraw from an exchange to your wallet? Transaction.

 You wanna pay for something with smartcash? Transaction.

It must be pretty obvious by now what the masternodes are doing on the smartcash blockchain,
or any blockchain for that matter.

Masternodes are like connections between transactions. The nodes run the network and do the
transactions. This is why it is important, and absolutely essential to have a lot of servers, aka
masternodes on the smartcash blockchain as the Smartcash roadmap 2018 is very merchant
focused. And as I have said in my post on transaction fees and confirmation times having fast,

https://steemit.com/smartcash/@simplifylife/rd0kc7ms
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instant transactions is not optional if we are looking for widespread merchant adoption. It is a
MUST HAVE.

But how are the nodes speeding up transactions?
Let's imagine there are 4 guys at a local KFC waiting in line to order form the menu (data stored
on the server) and there is only one person serving (aka the server) these 4 customers. And let's
imaging another KFC two streets down where there are 4 guys again, waiting to order, but here
there are 4 people serving the customers. Which KFC will be able to process the orders (aka
transactions) faster? Do the math if you're SMART enough!! (See what I did there 😜)

So now it's self explanatory why increasing the number of masternodes is so important for us if
we're to achieve the merchant focused goals and the instantpay features in the Smartcash
Roadmap 2018.

How has smartcash fared in terms of the number
of masternodes enabled when compared to the
most popular masternodes out there?
The DASH and PIVX masternodes are probably some the most popular ones out there. DASH
kind of introduced the concept in a fancy way and PIVX was actually a fork of DASH. Their
masternodes have been around since early 2016/mid 2016....so over a year or two
already!! And to put this into perspective, smartcash masternodes have only been around
for less than 2 months!!
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Affordable Masternodes!!
Smartcash has made it very affordable for anyone to setup a masternode and start contributing to
the blockchain, while also earning decent payout for the service. At 30 cents, a smartnode costs
you about $3000. This makes setting up a node extremely alluring and more and more people
are setting up the nodes and starting to help smartcash move closer towards achieving it's
merchant focused goals!! Compare this to over $50,000 for a pivx masternode and over
$600,000 for a DASH masternode!!

So, is that all a masternode does? Just speeding
up transactions?
Well that's pretty awesome as it is, but no. That's not all the masternodes do. They actually give
transactions instant confirmations (well, making the transactions fast and instant) which also
improves the security of the blockchain. Because, as I have mentioned in the post on transaction
fees and confirmation times the faster we can get the confirmations on a block and the
transactions in that block, the lesser chance and time the hackers will have to attack the
blockchain and having such a vast number of masternodes already in just 2 months, and the fact
that this number will only keep growing and growing, smartcash is making it's blockchain
almost impossible to hijack!! Again, this is absolutely essential for widespread merchant
adoption. No merchant an no buyer will be willing to wait for 5-6 minutes for the transaction to
go through, or be at a risk of losing their funds. They'd just prefer using cash if there's risk of
getting their transactions hijacked, and by working towards increasing the number of
smartnodes, smartcash is working it's way towards instant confirmations and improved security
for the blocks.

https://steemit.com/smartcash/@simplifylife/rd0kc7ms
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Smart-Voting and Decentralization : Update your
Commonsense!!
Okay, since we have spoken so much about masternodes today, let's just see how much
importance masternode holders are actually given by the originators of masternodes!! In DASH,
the masternode holders are the ONLY ones that are allowed to vote on their projects. That's how
much importance is given to those who set up their DASH masternodes, that's how important a
masternode is. But this type of voting makes the DASH regulation quite centralized to be
honest. Let's face it, how many people can actually afford to have a masternode costing over
$600,000!! Not many!! Smartcash on the other hand allows you 1 vote if you have one
smartcash. I wonder how many of us can afford an $0.3 vote in smartcash community
projects.....hmm 🙋 ♀ 🙋 ♂ 
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Okay, there were a lot of arguments that the 1 smart equals one vote doesn't make smartcash
decentralized either, as they claim to be. They say if Smartcash truly wants to be decentralized
everyone should have an equal say. Well of course, that would be the ideal decentralization IF
WE LIVED IN AN IDEAL WORLD WITH PERFECT HUMAN BEINGS AND NO
PEOPLE WHO WANTS TO HARM OTHERS!!

But surprise!! WE DO NOT LIVE IN AN IDEAL WORLD and there are people around
who'd mess things up if it were up to them to make important decisions and there are people
who will try to harm others (more on this in a bit) and so we need a more Realistic
Decentralization.

For example, if you live in a democratic country, what does your government tell you every
election? By giving you the right to vote, they are decentralizing power!! You get to vote once
every 5 years and that's decentralization? You don't get to vote on what bills get passed...what
projects the govt spends YOUR money on, but it's okay to call that decentralization of power?

So what in Smartcash everyone doesn't get to have an equal say? At least you get to have a say
in EVERY project!!

As a matter of fact, it makes sense to not have an equal say. It makes sense to have a more
realistic approach to decentralization.

If someone who hasn't invested in smartcash, or doesn't know anything about the community,
just received a tip somewhere had an equal say as someone who has taught themselves about
how smartcash works, what the community is all about and actually invested and holds decent
amount of smart, HOW the hell is that fair?

Or even worse, if someone wants smartcash to not succeed, a competitor maybe, just bought a a
few smartcash, in a hundred different accounts....and had an equal say as people who are
working their arses off to make this project a success, imagine the destruction they could have
carried out!!

So use your common sense fellas!! 1 SMART = 1 Vote doesn't make smartcash a centralized
currency, it's gives us a reality check and provides us with Decentralization that is
sustainable. What you guys want, everyone having an equal say and only then smartcash will
be truly decentralized, sounds wonderful, only in theory. It is not sustainable.
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Alright guys, it's 1 am here and I've been outside sightseeing all day.....got back at 10 pm,
exhausted and @teutonium sent me a DM asking if I'm alive coz I didn't make a smartcash post
in 3 days, which truly is very unlike me 😆 Then I realized, I HAD to get this post done!! I've
been thinking about these topics for a few days now and unless I let this post out (and my
thoughts along with it) I'd go crazy pretty soon, and i wouldn't be able to work on other posts,
like my next entry for the meme contest!! Thanks a bunch to @blockchainlib for answering my
questions tirelessly and explaining me and teaching and providing resources over the last few
days!!

I should probably go to sleep!!

https://steemit.com/@blockchainlib
https://steemit.com/@teutonium
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Follow @smartcash to stay updated. Join Team Smartcash on Steemit and start earning
smartcash for your posts.

If you would like to learn more about SmartCash please visit https://smartcash.cc/

https://steemit.com/@smartcash
https://steemit.com/smartcash/@simplifylife/exactly-how-do-i-join-team-smartcash-on-steemit
https://smartcash.cc/
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Passive Income Generators

I often write about the importance of using strategies when it comes to cryptocurrency.
This time I want to zoom in on one of the aspects of the strategies that I use and which
cryptocurrency play an important part in reaching my goals.

Unlike traders I am interested in the purpose of coins. Whenever I get a tip from someone I
always ask: So what does this coin do? For me it is important to know what the use is of a
certain coin, this for me is more important than the hype surrounding that coin.

 I think it is of the utmost importance that when you are going to invest in something that you
know exactly what you are investing in.

xervantes (59)  in cryptocurrency •  17 days ago
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Utility
 The coin/blockchain technology has to have purpose. An added use besides just being a means

of payment. The technology has to be used to solve either an existing problem or enhance a
product or service.

 This added value of the coin has to be more than the obvious advantages of blockchain
technology like faster payments, cutting out the middle man, security etc (you know, all the
standard buzz words used to sell an ICO).

 In short the coin needs an unique selling point.

Community
 The coin has to have strong community support otherwise this coin is just another speculative

coin that will tank as soon as there FUD surrounding the coin or when the market takes a dive.
Coins that are hyped tend to be more volatile and when things take a turn for the worse the
investors are more likely to cut their losses.

For example, a lot of my friends are heavily invested in Verge, which undoubtedly is a
solid cypto coin but they are only investing in the coin for the money (which isn’t a bad
thing). As soon as this coin goes to the moon they will dump everything they have for the
payout without ever having used the coin or wondered about the benefits of using the
coin. This is why I tend to avoid coins like Verge and Ripple.

Innovation
 It is important to know what a project is trying to achieve and that they keep improving their

product. The people behind the project need to keep innovating to keep their project relevant.
When you have a strong community backing you also get a lot of feed back for improvement. It
is then up to the developers to turn that feedback in to real updates/upgrades. A coin that has a
roadmap and keeps updating their project has a better chance to stand the test of times.

Investment mechanics
 I couldn’t come up with a better description but what I mean with this is that it is important that

the coin has a mechanic that promotes long term investments in the project. This can be done by
either interest/dividend for holding a coin, Proof of Stake or giving you influence based on the
amount of coins you hold. This is an often underestimated aspect of a cryptocurrency because
people tend to consider these mechanics as a hindrance rather than a benefit.

 Steemit for example promotes investing in Steem by giving you an upvote based on the Steem
Power you have. Your investment is controlled by a Power down system where you are not able
to withdraw your entire investment but rather over a period of 13 weeks. At first this seems like
a disadvantage but in reality this benefits you as an investor because it makes the value of Steem
more stable compared to other coins.

ICO
 Go to WorldCoinIndex or CoinMarketCap, take a coin that has been around for a while, look at
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the price when the coin launched and look at the price where it is now. Now imagine if you
would have invested in that coin at the initial price tag. What would your investment be worth
now? Without a doubt your return on investment would be insane.

 New coins are still hitting the market at a constant rate, any of those coins can turn out to be the
next Ethereum or Bitcoin. There is a high risk with investing in ICOs but with the right research
you can make bigger profits than with day trading.

Now let’s put all those things that I find important together into a strategy.
 First I am going to build a farm. You are probably thinking...what now? But let me explain. On

this farm I am going to hold P.I.G.s. (A P.I.G. is a Passive Income Generator.) And I am going to
feed those P.I.G.s until they become big and plump.

 What do you feed those P.I.G.s you might ask? Well, you feed them crypto, crypto earned from
ICOs to be precise.

 As those P.I.G.s are fed they will payout interest and dividend for me to use. The output from the
P.I.G.s can be used to either feed the P.I.G.s or spend on other things.

For a P.I.G. to be valuable it needs all the aspects stated above. The added value of the use of the
coin has to be proven. The coin needs to have a large community backing, a community that
believes in the coin and support it even when things get tough. Even more important for the
P.I.G. is that there are effective incentives in place that encourage investors to a) invest in the
coin and b) keep investing for the long term. But the obvious most important aspect for a P.I.G.
is that it pays interest/dividend in one way or another and that the output is worth your while.

Steem
 Steem has proven to be one of the most effective P.I.G.s for me. It has the community support,

https://steem.io/
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great updates that are community driven. A clear focus on the future and mechanics that reward
you for investing, the more you invest the bigger the output.

Someone with $100,000 investment in Steemit will earn more than someone who has
invested $100 in the platform.

In a period of 6 month I was able to generate a constant stream of revenue from Steemit just by
using my ICO profits to power up.

SmartCash
 Although I have just started with SmartCash I am totally hyped about this coin. SmartCash has a

strong community focus and addresses one of the major problems of crypto...instant payments.
Their goal is to make it possible to buy goods/services and instantly pay without having to wait
30 minutes for the transaction to be confirmed and at low transaction costs (Merchant focus).

Investing in SmartCash gives you the power to vote on community funded projects, the more
SmarCash you hold, the more influence you have (Smart-Voting). So you it pays to be part of
the community because you have a say in how the money earned is going to be spent.
SmartCash does everything in its power to promote community involvement, the developers
start projects but then leave it to the community to decide how it will evolve. The community is
also encouraged to take part in the projects that are meant to improve SmartCash (Smart Hive).

 SmartCash has a clear roadmap designed to keep improving the coin and its services. Because of
the community support (like with open source projects) SmartCash has everything that it needs
to be future-proof.

But like I said two of the most important features of a P.I.G. are the investment mechanics and
the interest/dividend and this is where SmartCash really shines.

If you hold SmartCash in your wallet and have more than 1000 coins (per address) you will be
monthly rewarded (5.2% at time of writing). So it pays to have and hold a minimum amount
tokens in your wallet. The brilliance of the mechanic is that you can not withdraw coins from the
address that is eligible for the payout if you want to receive your SmartRewards. The incentive
is to keep as much SmartCash for as long a possible in your wallet, this way you can get the
most out of the SmartCash reward system.

 The effect is that SmartCash holders are not quick to cash out or sell their coins (just like with
Steem). Also the reward is paid out in SmartCash so the amount of SmartCash that you have
will grow over time.

https://smartcash.cc/
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For example if you start out with 1000 SmartCash and the SmartReward is averaging 5%
a month then after a year you will have earned 795 SmartCash.

The money is not “stuck” and you can withdraw SmartCash anytime you want however
withdrawing your SmartCash means that you will not receive a SmartReward payout that
month.

 SmartCash rewards you (and rewards you well) for being a part of the community and investing
long term in the platform.

It just simple like that!

There are more coins that can be considered good passive income generators. Besides Steem and
SmartCash I will also be investing in Kucoin, Bankera and Nexo. But for now Steemit and
SmartCash have the biggest upsides of being a worthwhile investment.

Which coins do you consider to be good long term investments that also earn you
interest/dividend? Let me know in the comment section.

If you would like to learn more about SmartCash please visit https://smartcash.cc/ (or click on
the banner below)

https://smartcash.cc/
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Smartcash Transacton Fees and
Confirmation Times : Extremely
Secure, Super Cheap!!

I'm just gonna put it out there : The confirmation time is insanely quick and transaction fees are
super cheap in the Smartcash blockchain!!

Everyone has been extremely focused recently on writing about smart nodes, smartcard,
merchant focus, the roadmap 2018 etc. all of which I intend to write about as well, but I think
there is something more important that deserves a lot of attention!!

The transaction fees, the transaction speed and the confirmations times, these are going to
determine whether merchants will be willing to accept smartcash in the future, whether people
will be willing to pay using smartcash to buy stuff. These factors are going to be key factors in
determining the usability of smartcash as a future currency!!

Let's face it guys!! You don't wanna pay $1 as transaction fees for that $3.5 coffee!! That retailer
is not gonna be willing to wait for 15 minutes to receve payments after he has sold that gorgeous
bottle of Bleu de Chanel!!

Sure, I could just tell you this is the fee you pay...this is how long a confirmation takes....blah
blah blah!! But I decided to do some transactions myself and show you guys in real time how
quick the transactions are, how cheap the fees are and how quick the confirmation time
is!! After all, Seeing is Believing!!

What I did was, I withdrew 50 SMARTs from my Discord tipbot to my Smartcash Web Wallet.
Most of you guys probably already know the transaction fees on withdrawing from the tipbot is
0.01 SMART. Transaction fees are similar when you withdraw from the steemit smartbot, or
from the exchanges like cryptopia (Don't hate me for bringing this up guys, but I bought my first

simplifylife (57)  in smartcash •  16 days ago
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smartcash on cryptopia when they still had the DOGE/SMART pair) and coinexchange.io (I just
recently bought some on coinexchange, pretty smooth experience).

At the current rate, 0.01 SMART is $0.002 (In the video I said $0.0002 LOL, my bad!!). That's
how cheap the fees are. But things get even more exciting when you make a transaction from the
smarcash web wallet!! The transaction fees if you're making a transaction from the web wallet,
is 0.002 smart (for one of my rewards address it's 0.003, I don't know why there's this difference
though). Now that's $0.0005 in transaction fees!!

Let me speak in numbers we humans use!! A transaction fee of 0.002 smart or $0.0005 means,
you will pay a fee of $5 for Ten Thousandtransactions, regardless of the amount of smart you
are transferring in every transaction!! 10,000 TRANSACTIONS for $5!! If that's not
considered free transaction, I don't know what is!!

In the video you must have seen the funds reached my wallet in 1 minutes 47 seconds, but this
in fact must have been somewhere around 1 minute 30 seconds, because i was talking too much
at that point and re loaded the page a little later than when I should have!! In less than 2 minutes
the funds reached my wallet!! Usain Bolt enough maybe!!?? And this is only going to become
faster!! The devs are still working on improving the blockchain and transactions within a minute
is absolutely possible!!

The explorer is still under development, so the number of confirmations doesn't show up
immediately even after the transaction is completed. I was aware of this and made a transaction
a few hours before recording the video. At the time I was checking the number of confirmations,
that transaction was roughly 3 hours 40 minutes old and had 179 confirmations. There was still
20 minutes left for a full 4 hours. So a fair estimation at this time would be between 55-65
confirmations every hour, but to make the math easy, let's assume it to be 60 confirmations per
hour. That's 1 confirmation every minute guys!! To understand the significance of this, let's
briefly look at what confirmations are.

When a block is mined or the miner solves the puzzle, it is said the block is confirmed. This is
one confirmation. Then when the next block is confirmed, ALL the previous block also get
confirmed again and this keeps happening for every future block that is confirmed. For example,
let's say, Block 1 is confirmed first. Then block 2 is confirmed. Now, block 2 will have 1
confirmation, but block 1 will have 2 confirmations. Then when the third block is confirmed,
Block 3 will have 1, block 2 will have 2 and block 1 will have 3 confirmations!! The more the
number of confirmations a block has, the more secure the transactions in that block are and thus
are more difficult to be under a security attack, aka hack!! And the faster these confirmations
are, the lesser time is available for a successful hacker attack. And the blocks in the smartcash
blockchain is getting confirmations roughly once every minute, making the blockchain
extremely secure from hacker attacks!! As a matter of fact, I just read this post that
the Smartcash Web Wallet has passed the security audit.Smartcash Transacton Fees and Confirmation Times _ Extremely Secure, Super Cheap!! — Steemit 3
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The SmartCash dev team have hired Linux Force Security white hat hacking team to
conduct security audit on SmartCash web wallet. And Linux Force Security pentester
concluded that SmartCash web wallet is indeed secure.

With fast transaction speed, ridiculously cheap transaction fees and lightning fast confirmation
times increasing the security of the blockchain, the Smartcash team has developed a very
realistic Roadmap for the year 2018!!

Smartcash Transacton Fees and Confirmation Times _ Extremely Secure, Super Cheap!! — Steemit 4
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Follow @smartcash to stay updated. Join Team Smartcash on Steemit and start earning
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The One About SmartCash

Loyal community support is very important for a crypto coin. It is this support that
ensures that a coin grows over time in value and when the cryptocurrency market is hit
with hard times that the coin doesn’t take a nosedive in the price charts.

 If a coin has community backing this will make the coin more stable because the
community will be less inclined to dump the coin for a small profit or when the coin tanks.

SmartCash is one of those cryptocurrencies with a strong community focus.

xervantes (59)  in smartcash •  27 days ago
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SmartRewards
 With SmartRewards the community is rewarded for investing in SmartCash on a monthly basis.

If you have more than 1000 SMART in your wallet for 30 days then you are eligible for the
SmartRewards which are paid out on the 25th of the month. During this 30 day period no
withdrawals or spending is allowed. If you move any coins from your address you will not
receive the reward.

 So for example, I have 2 addresses with more than 1000 Smart. On February 25 those 2
addresses will be eligible for the reward. There is no staking involved, the way it works is that
every 30 days (on the 25th) a snapshot is made of the SmartCash addresses. If I do not move any
funds out of those addresses until the next round (when the the snapshot is taken) on March 25, I
will receive my SmartRewards. But if I make a withdrawal from address no.1 I will not receive
my rewards for that address (however I will receive my rewards for address no.2). After that the
cycle will repeat itself for the next round. The takeaway is that is beneficial to leave your coins
in your wallet as much as possible so that your investment can grow.

The SmartCash Wallet allows you to create multiple addresses that you can use for
savings, spending or voting for example.

SmartRewards are intended to motivate leaving your funds as an investment in the
platform. Not unlike the power down mechanism on Steemit.

The rewards come out of the 15% block reward allocation.

SmartHive
 Aka an incentivized decentralized community. The SmartHive is meant to allow the community

a say in the future of the coin, how the money is spend and increase community involvement.
The Hive is of course a reference to a bee community, all working together for a common goal.
The difference is that with SmartHive all the bees get a say in the community efforts.

 This is done by….

Smart-voting
 SmartCash is all about community projects. Members of the community can propose projects

that are funded by the Hive Community. When a project is submitted the holders of the coin can
vote one the Project. Those who have invested the mosts (in other words hold the most tokens,
have the bigger vote).

 It is this mechanism that allows for community based decisions on how the SmartCash funding
is used.

The One About SmartCash — Steemit 7
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70% of the SmartCash budget is used for the proposed community projects that you can
submit and/or vote on.

SmartNodes
 To keep a network running you will need a backbone..In this case the SmartNodes are used to

keep things going. SmartNodes are servers that run a SmartCash Wallet and are used for
transaction verification. Running a SmartNode will earn you 10% of the block reward on every
Block distributed to the SmartNode. Running a SmartNode will earn you some nice SMARTS
payouts and saving your funds will earn you SmartRewards on top of that. Yes, that’s
right...community members can run their own Node and support the Hive. There are some
requirements though, for starters you will need 10,000 SMART as collateral to run a Node.

Hive Teams
 Every Hive needs worker bees and SmartCash has an interesting approach when it comes to the

Team concept. There are core Hive teams to initially set things up but the idea is for the
community to step in and take control. This is where the SmartHive comes back into play,
submitting proposals and voting on ideas by the Community for the Community.

The One About SmartCash — Steemit 8
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There are some qualities that are very important If a cryptocurrency wants to make an
impact as a means of payment.

Instantpay
 One of the biggest downsides of Bitcoin is the the transaction speed. Imagine standing in a store

and paying with Bitcoins. How long are you going to have to wait before the transaction is
confirmed...10 minutes?….20 minutes? When buying goods online or paying in a store with
cryptocurrency you need the transaction speed to be fast, really fast. That is why SmartCash is
introducing Instantpay in 2018. With InstantPay you will be able to have lightning fast (instant)
transactions. This is a big must if you want to use SmartCash on a daily basis for buying goods
or online payments. A lot of other cryptocurrency transaction speeds leave a lot to be desired and
InstantPay is the solution to that problem.

 SmartCash wants to be a viable means of payment with a community and merchant focus.

Focus on ease-of-use
 Not everyone is a crypto, IT, financial wizard. If you want your coin to be adopted by the

masses you will need a user friendly solution. SmartCash has a very powerful but user friendly
wallet that gives you full control of your coins. Installing the wallet is very easy, just download
the wallet from the SmartCash site and install it on your favorite operating system.

 The site is also aimed at being as user friendly as possible. All the features are clearly explained
and the site is easy to navigate. The forum is a great place for newbies to ask questions and
tutorials/guides are easy to find.

The Roadmap
 It is very important to know in which direction a project is headed. SmartCash has nicely laid

out which features are coming to us in the near future and the development schedule. Knowing
what features are being developed and insight in the current state of development is an added
value for a crypto project. Transparency is key especially for a community focused project.

The One About SmartCash — Steemit 9
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SmartCash is an undertaking aimed at the community and backed by a loyal following. By
investing in SmartCash you get votes to be part of the decision making and influence in the
funding of community projects.

 Holding SMART coins will earn you rewards on a monthly basis and running a SmartNode will
increase the amount of coins that you can earn even more.

Community focus is a great starting point for a cryptocurrency project but a crypto coin will also
need other unique selling points to be successful. The fact that the SmartCash community has
made everything about SmartCash user friendly and that they are developing InstantPay shows
that they are invested in making this cryptocurrency a success and a viable option for day to day
payments.

If you would like to learn more about SmartCash please visit https://smartcash.cc/

The One About SmartCash — Steemit 10
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Read more about: SmartCash
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What a perfect cryptocurrency
may look like

Hi fellow reader, I’m glad you’re here. Although this writing is addressed to a wide audience,
even sophisticated readers may grasp some really valuable points from it. For some people, this
read may become something even bigger. Here we will talk about a cryptocurrency, ultimately
intended to become a convenient means of payment and maybe even more.

In today’s cryptospace we may see hundreds of projects aimed to become a payment solution,
but are they really that different from each other? Just recently I went through tens of new
projects to see if I was missing something interesting or unique – no, most of them are the same
with little to no differences. You may guess that in a long-term there won’t be enough room for
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hundreds of cryptocurrencies. Only a few of them will prosper, leaving others to slowly
disappear or to survive thanks to the desperate efforts of early adopters or the inflow of naive
newbie investors. So in order to seek for the best ones, we should first determine the existing
problems of the most popular top cryptocurrencies. 

I believe some top cryptos are here to stay. I’m not going to reveal my opinions regarding all of
them. Here I’ll mention the most popular and relevant to the topic. Let’s take Bitcoin and Dash
to see what are their pros and cons and what can be done better. I’m leaving Litecoin aside as
conceptually it is very close to Bitcoin. Ethereum is also not referred to here – its development
plan focuses beyond the means of payment. So let’s have a quick look at how Bitcoin and Dash
became what they are now, what created value and what problems they faced. Knowledgeable
ones may skip the next chapter not to get bored ))

Take off and landing
Bitcoin over time gathered an army of inspired minds and fans. Those who believed that they
have the right to be independent of banks and governments when it comes to controlling own
assets. People loved the idea of the asset with a deflationary model - they needed something that
will help them to save funds and to accumulate earnings. They also needed a means of fast,
cheap and safe money transfers to anywhere in the World without a hassle with documents and
time wasting. Let’s also face it – many saw an opportunity to make a good investment. The most
value came from wide adoption. People believed in Bitcoin and started to accumulate, to trade
and to use it.

Yet Bitcoin was confronted with several problems. The biggest one (that still persists) was the
problem of consensus finding.  The power over decisions regarding Bitcoin destiny was
distributed over corporate miners, big exchanges, and the core team. At times, views on how to
scale and develop the blockchain further were completely different, thus Bitcoin faced network
issues and severe delays implementing vital upgrades. This problem aroused from the fact that
initially, mineable coin became possible to be mined only with the use of specialized hardware
(ASICs) rendering amateur hardware such as CPUs and GPUs unprofitable. ASICs were
manufactured by a limited number of manufacturers being actively involved in the mining
process. So they were among the most influential parties in Bitcoin. Another problem with
Bitcoin is its mining concept that has led to the fact, that Bitcoin Proof-Of-Work
mining consumes an enormous amount of electricity. This one is unlikely to be dealt with soon –
highly influential miners invested tons of money into equipment and would combat any
proposals towards optimization of the mining process.

Dash appeared on the scene in 2014 addressing to known issues Bitcoin was facing. Dash
introduced innovative ideas and applied technologies towards improved privacy, better mining
decentralization and transaction speed. In order to facilitate some features, Dash implemented
MasterNodes – energy-efficient hardware nodes, backed up by stacking of 1000 of Dash (this
measure was introduced to ensure good intentions of node’s operator). Also, Dash decided to set
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aside 10% block rewards for own fund, aimed to develop Dash further. Anyone could submit a
proposal for funding. MasterNode owners were able to vote on proposals and key network
decisions.

Still far from perfect
All problems solved, right? Although innovative improvements of Dash vastly improved the
overall model of decentralized cryptocurrency, some dramatic drawbacks can be easily spotted.
First of all, good ecosystem should care most for the majority of participants. Regarding
cryptocurrency, the end users are the ones to be most heard and cared for. They are the majority.
If they are served by a caring government, they are safe. Even traditional government model
entitles own citizens the right to vote. In Dash such a privilege belongs only to MasterNode
owners. Considered that the current price for the node is more than half a million USD, you can
imagine how limited is the number of decision-makers. And what should happen that
MasterNode owners would one day decide to cast voting power to all? 

Another thing to look at is block rewards. Although 10% of those is going to development fund,
another 90% still goes to miners and node owners allowing them to accumulate the majority of
newly issued coins. Thus they make a crucial decision whether or not to sell at any given time
frame. 

On top of that, Dash launch was compromised with instant premine, what at late 2015 was
estimated as approximately 32% of existing coins. The amount of premined coins is about 10%
of total Dash supply ever to be issued. Although Dash creator and developer explained the issue
as a bug in the code, still many believe this affected Dash reputation in a negative way.

A smart approach to a viable model
So let's see what can be done in order to come closer to the definition of the perfect
cryptocurrency. Considering the fact that cryptocurrency is an asset owned by many participants
within the ecosystem, the rational solution should include the opportunity to allow every
participant to contribute to development and decision-making process. In other words, the
ecosystem should include fair and transparent governance model. Perfect cryptocurrency should
also include all the features initially highly valued by people - true decentralization and
usability.

Proof-Of-Work mining algorithm is efficient in terms of blockchain security and robustness,
though extremely inefficient when it comes to mining costs and scaling. Not only introduction
of Proof-Of-Stake algorithm allows to reduce such costs, but also it offers technical means to
allow much more transactions per time frame (blockchain capacity).

What would let the perfect cryptocurrency to stay afloat in the competitive market? Right, the
ability to evolve and change if necessary, the ability to move in right direction. While this looksWhat a perfect cryptocurrency may look like — Steemit 16
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like an obvious task, necessary decisions, valid solutions, and effective implementations may
appear to be an extremely hard to pursue. This is where the crowd wisdom and outstanding
skills should be applied better than anything else. Here we came to the point where perfect
cryptocurrency should seek for the help from own community.

Another thing to consider good for a cryptocurrency is a relatively low volatility. Deflationary
model obviously attracted many Bitcoin users, although some additional steps towards price
stabilization would contribute to faster adoption. It's just too hard to use in real life the means of
payment with rapidly changing value, especially when the price direction is uncertain. The
nodes technology requires node owners to stake coins thus reducing the number of coins hitting
the exchanges. This contributes to the price stabilization, though some additional measures
wouldn't hurt.

It's already happening
If you still think that all described above only represents a hypothetical example, I'm glad to
surprise you that I have come across the project that ultimately may become a perfect
cryptocurrency with unlimited ability to evolve. I'd like to make a stress on ultimately here as
the project is still in its very young phase of development. If you read the article attentively, you
will see that all the suggestions mentioned here are taken into account. And the project is
called... No, I'll save it for later, meanwhile calling the project, that was born in 2017, just "the
project", "the coin", "the system" and so on. Stay with me ;)

Not only the project has the opportunity to use the wisdom and the best skills from the members
of own community, it actually strongly incentivizes the community to contribute in one or
another way. So from the social point of view, the project may be seen as an incentivized
decentralized community. Sounds rather exciting, right? So let's have an in-depth look at the
mysterious asset, suspected in becoming a perfect cryptocurrency one day.

While you continue reading, please keep in mind, that thanks to the governance structure of the
project, all the below mentioned features of the project may change over time in favor of overall
success should the community decide so.

Fair distribution
Many of early cryptocurrencies underestimated the importance of the distribution of the new
coins. In fact, in most of the cryptos, all the new coins are going straight to the miners and node
keepers. While it's hard to underestimate the importance of those maintaining the blockchain
work, what about the others contributing their talent, time and efforts? Do they invariably have
to become both investors and contributors in order to benefit from the growth of their child?
What about code writers, graphic designers, brainstormers, marketing strategists, translators,
activists, campaigners, copywriters, SEO specialists etc.? True, it would be fair if the system
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was able to take them all into account. So let's see what the situation with mining block rewards
looks like in this not yet named coin:

Miners 5%

Nodes 10%

SmartRewards 15%

Community fund 70%

You may ask yourself why are miners still present in the system while we considered the Proof-
Of-Work technology obsolete and inefficient? Well, the miners were there to start the project
from the ground when nodes technology was under planning and development. Would miners
disappear at some point in the future? Likely.

SmartRewards is something that may have caught your attention. I mentioned before, that it
wouldn't hurt to add additional measure apart from nodes to contribute to price stabilization,
lowering the number of coins in circulation. In a way, SmartRewards resembles saving accounts
in the traditional banking system. Those who wouldn't spend coins from own address for a
whole month receives SmartRewards. The proportional amount of SmartRewards is distributed
across all eligible holders monthly. Unlike bank saving accounts, the coins should remain
untouched from the specific date which is 25th of every month. Currently, in order to be eligible
for SmartRewards, the address have to hold the minimum amount of 1000 coins from 25th of
any given month to the 25th of the next month. Obviously, the profit depends both on the total
quantity of mined coins and the number of coins on eligible addresses. The minimum amount
eligible for SmartRewards may be reduced in the future, though current rate makes it rather
affordable to consider for most people in developed countries.

Community treasure fund is among the smartest concepts of the ecosystem. The fund is used for
the variety of purposes, including both essential development and maintenance needs and
community projects. Who can come up with a community project? Virtually anyone can submit
a proposal for funding own project benefiting the whole ecosystem. You may assume a
marketing campaign or a useful plugin as simple examples of community projects. Though
projects are limited only by a creativity and skills of the author. Any coin holder regardless of
the amount owned has the right to vote on both community projects and general issues.
Obviously, not any project will be approved and funded, leaving overpriced and unsound
projects aside. Employing the best resources and wisdom from own community, the system
incentivizes members with different talents and abilities to contribute.
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The crypto mint
Undoubtedly, one of the most attractive things about Bitcoin is its limited supply. So here we
also have nearly limited supply. Nearly? Let's see why is that. Actually, the coin emission rate is
determined by a simple logic:

BlockReward = 5000 (143500/BlockHeight)    AND    Max BlockReward = 5000

While this may look not very simple at a glance, it actually means that block rewards are getting
smaller and smaller gradually, to be exact, every 55 seconds. On the contrary, Bitcoin block
reward is known for halving approximately every 4 years, what is not good at all for volatility.
So in our project, gradual emission decrease was made on purpose, again to contribute to price
stabilization.

If we calculate the total supply for upcoming years using the formula above and represent the
data as a graph, we will see something like this:

 

You may notice that the total supply will approach 5 billion in 2100. While on Coinmarketcap
the total supply for the project is showed as 5 billion, this is not precisely correct. What would
happen next then? Right, the emission will go on. Unlike Bitcoin, transaction commissions here
are extremely low, that's why proper motivation for node owners is needed. Oh my, the coin has
an unlimited supply, how could I ever imagine it to be perfect? However, it's not that scary at all.
If we continue calculations, we'll see, that the issue of another billion coins would take about
300 years:
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You may think of the total supply as of the limited number and assume that at this pace of
emission, the model is very likely to remain deflationary. If you think that the overall supply of
the coin is big, then remember that people prefer to operate whole numbers rather than fractional
numbers like in Bitcoin or Dash.

The SmartNodes
The nodes were introduced in the project in the beginning of 2018. If you don't know what the
node is, here is a simple explanation. Traditionally, miners kept the blockchain running making
accompanying calculations, just to prove that real computational resources are allocated. Such
collateral calculations weren't functionally useful for the blockchain. On the contrary, nodes are
able to do the necessary job without accompanying calculation, because nodes prove their
devotion to the blockchain by stacking (depositing) a significant amount of coins. So if someone
would decide to attack the network, it would become unprofitable for him.

Current ROI (return on investment) for the SmartNode is relatively high, so the number of nodes
continues to grow. At the end of February 2018, the quantity of nodes was getting closer to
10000 allowing the project to set a new record with nodes number among all cryptocurrencies.
Out of curiosity, I've created a map to see what are the most popular places currently hosting
many nodes: SmartNodes cities map

You may have noticed there that while some locations have just a node or two, larger cities may
be overcrowded with nodes. Those who decide to maintain a node for the blockchain and care
for the better decentralization should try to avoid setting up a node in the cities already hosting a
lot of nodes:
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Monreal 1230+ SmartNodes

Amsterdam 665+ SmartNodes

Singapore 605+ SmartNodes

Frankfurt 455+ SmartNodes

London 425+ SmartNodes

Atlanta 315+ SmartNodes

Sydney 315+ SmartNodes

Los Angeles 270+ SmartNodes

Dallas 230+ SmartNodes

Toronto 225+ SmartNodes

Also, to minimize the possibility of creating a single point of failure for the blockchain, choose a
VPS provider other than Vultr, OVH SAS and Digital Ocean. Thankfully, there are plenty of
VPS providers available.

Current transaction time on the blockchain is often less than a few minutes, yet soon nodes will
serve as a technical tool to maintain the feature of instant payments, that is essential for a perfect
cryptocurrency.

What else is on the menu
A good development plan is what most of the hundreds of existing cryptocurrencies are lacking.
Here we have something really interesting. Apart from instant payments, the project has an
extensive roadmap. I'll mention some of the features, leaving you an opportunity to dig deeper
on your own. Invisible addresses will improve the privacy of coin users, allowing them to hide
transaction history if they so wish. SmartCardwould introduce a payment means that safely
holds the private keys allowing payments without 3rd party processing the transaction. The
project is going to launch 24/7 support center to assist new users and merchants. Atomic
swaps will ease the task of exchange for other cryptocurrencies without a mediating
party. Adaptive blocks will serve for further scaling maximizing the number of transactions per
second. As I said, that's not it, you are encouraged to explore more.

Congratulations
What a perfect cryptocurrency may look like — Steemit 21
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Well, if you were patient and curious enough to read till this point, you deserve to know the
name of the coin, the incentivized community and the decentralized ecosystem. The good name
can be both sound and meaningful. The good name creates value and serves a purpose. The
project you just read so many words about was created by smart people applying smart
strategies and attracting smart contributors. The project is aimed to become an easy to use means
of payment. Almost as simple as cash. So here we go:

Where to get more information on the subject? Do you really think that I know? Should you try
to Google it? Just kidding )) If you would like to learn more about SmartCash please
visit https://smartcash.cc/
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With SmartCash - Cryptocurrency
Future Is Bright and Smart

Till date, I still try to remember the channel from where I first came across SmartCash but can't
seem to, but I can clearly remember how optimistic I was when I navigated down their website
and found a new kind of operation I haven't seen before in the crypto space that the project is
built to function around. The beautiful web layouts and detailed explanation couldn't help less
but encourage me to read on.

 After further reading and grabbing some understanding, I immediately concluded with myself
how massive the project will be if it happens to function to full potentials. Was I riding on my
mind too fast? I am still in the process to figure that out. Right from that moment till very now
all developments concerning the project have been positives, challenges have arose but the team
and devs have always find quick solutions in an amazing way.

Would you love to know about this revolutionary project? If so, then, I'll suggest you don't stop
reading just yet as i will be explaining about some fundamentals and vision of the
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project "SmartCash".
 

SmartCash
A community governance, cooperation & growth focused blockchain based currency & a
decentralized economy.

This definition was clearly stated on the official website. At first I got a little headache trying to
understand the phrase "community governance".Does that mean the existence of a core team?
What's the essence of decentralization if it is governed and directed by a core team? Nope, I was
wrong, there are no core team but different segments that form a team which revolve around the
community, it was even stated clearly on the website that the current team are just there to
start things up and would be breakdown further once some targeted milestone has been
achieved"seem the normal status quo is interfering with me here..' I said it, this project is kind
of unusual!". It making some sense. Have there ever being a creation without its inventor?

 A community? How is that intended to work out?

Smart Hive and Hive structuring teamWith SmartCash -  Cryptocurrency Future Is Bright and Smart — Steemit 25
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Imagine if each and every citizen of a country can genuinely vote for every action the
government takes, how much easier would life have been? We are in for crypto here. Imagine if
the general public could vote regarding bitcoin technical activities and decisions, I think the
whole last year August fork wouldn't have been a struggle and the technology would have
advances better.

SmartHive is actually created for this purpose and this area is considered the blood and life of
the project. It comprises of the whole community which is charged with the responsibility of
guiding the project along a successful path by suggesting new ideas and usage, encouraging
project growth and managing a budget. It involves each and every individual who has invested
in the project and are in possession of the coin (i.e me and potentially you). A really true
democratic and decentralization.

The project adopt the new way of defining a balanced cryptocurrency or blockchain project
"governance and decentralization" in the sense that despite the focus on decentralization there
should be some people responsible to implement change in protocol as technology advances, in
marketing to expand the project and some other needed activities while still putting in place
some limiting gap. These sets of people are regarded as the Hive Structuring team in the case
of SmartCash here and are also responsible for the allocation of fund to a generally approved
proposal which decision was made base on an exercise called SmartVoting - a voting exercise
carried out by individuals who are in possession of the coin to support or rebuke a proposal.

"You have got an idea how crypto could penetrate the market in your home country and
want to fund the marketing and expenses? Look great, but you have to wait for the
community to approve that".
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" looking to carry out an exercise that will educate a specific group of people about
blockchain and it's related uses? Sound good. Let the community decide if they want that
too!

SmartCash is operated base on the 'proof of work' algorithm using keccak, though majority
prefer the 'proof of stake' concept, as it is more eco-friendly but smartcash mining can be easily
done by using a personal computer while still rendering the computer for other use instead of
dedicated sophisticated computer used by bitcoin which use the same algorithm concept (though
this requirement arises due to mining difficulty). 70% of block reward goes to the SmartHive
and the remaining 30% to the reward pool which include Mining(5%), SmartReward(15%) and
SmartNode(10%).

_Have you ever wonder why you could upload a photo on Instagram with your laptop and still
access that same picture through your friend's laptop? This is possible because there is an
existing Instagram storehouse called server (dedicated computer(s)) which serve you your
content whenever you request to access it.

 The same goes with crypto and these servers are known as nodes. In the case of SmartCash,
these are called SmartNodes.With SmartCash -  Cryptocurrency Future Is Bright and Smart — Steemit 27
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SmartNode
The whole essence of blockchain and decentralization are made possible by nodes. They are the
backbone of the operating network. To achieve a true decentralization, nodes are spread
throughout the world, maintained by individual(s) who are known or unknown by the public and
are not easily traceable. This function bears a lot of advantage as it ensures backup of data
through different points around the globe in case of natural disaster or theft of property in an
area. The system is self-secure, therefore, individual running a node has no way to interfere with
the network.

Currently, as we speak there are over 9,000 SmartNode spread through every possible continent
of the world. It took bitcoin years to reach that total amount, but with the powerful SmartCash
community and affordable staking and juicy reward this was achieved in just months as people
found it more convenient to set up a node and majority even opted for a full node also regarded
as MasterNode.

SmartRewardWith SmartCash -  Cryptocurrency Future Is Bright and Smart — Steemit 28
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In other for a cryptocurrency to be genuine, it should have a userbase of people who are a strong
believer and have a reasonable amount of the coin in their possession. SmartCash addresses this
aspect by incentivizing users who have at least 1,000smarts in their wallet 15% of block reward.
The eligible addresses must have waited for a month after filling up their wallet before 24th of
the previous month or two months for those who made their transfer after 25th. The snapshot for
allocating the reward happens every 25th of each month.

SmartReward is a price stabilization and longtime hodling mechanism.

What makes SmartCash Unique and an exception
It is a community social driven vision.

So far as I know, only few project that didn't conduct an ICO have a website and smartcash
is proudly on that list.

The traditional way of storing crypto is through a third-party wallet. SmartCash takes this
one step further by creating its own web wallet that was recently tested by an established
white-hat hacker team to be very secure. This is a strong point towards the decentralization
we dearly crave for and also a true proof about the merchant focus as this will enable easy
access and timely management.

The transaction fee is very tiny that I conclude to call it free, imagine paying $0.005 for a
$1,000 transaction, the transaction fee is almost fixed at this tiny fraction no matter how big
the transaction you are conducting is.

Fast confirmation time in the range of 55secs which is in the process of becoming Instant
(more on this in my next post).

Conclusion
As much as I would have loved to concisely put down all my writings about this topic on a page,
I neither have the skill required nor the language fluent to perfect it. But if you were able to read
up to this length then am sure you are in a little bit of way interested in this project. So,
therefore, I will be writing a continuation post (though will feature another heading) where I will
explain about the merchant focus, Roadmap, privacy and of course the exciting InstantPay
feature of SmartCash.
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With SmartCash - Cryptocurrency
is ready to be integrated into our
everyday transactions

It's a good feeling that I will get to write this post almost immediately after the previous related
post. In the previous post I talked about some core fundamentals about SmartCash like the
Community, Smartnode and Smartreward.

 In this post, I will be diving into other areas which are regarded as the vision and set goals such
as - The Merchant Focus, Roadmap 2018 and of course InstantPay.

SmartCash Merchant focus.
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Cryptocurrency was created to challenge the use of fiat as the everyday medium of exchange,
but due to many factors such as volatility and confirmation time, crypto growth towards this use
case has been somewhat very slow. By integrating the InstantPay feature, SmartCash intends to
expose the use of the coin to larger marketplace and varying merchant points. SmartCash has
shown some seriousness about this set goal by finding it's way into over 28 merchant companies
who are already accepting smarts as a payment method, from technology companies to web
hosting to health and beauty companies. For a project which was born last year July(2017), I
think this is a big statement about its credibility.

InstantPay - Here I come!.
What could be more annoying than waiting at a cafe just to get your bill through even after you
are done consuming your coffee or being delayed despite how hasty you are to get your bike fill
up with gas in the gas station due to delay in sorting out your payment?. This scenarios can be
matched with what bitcoin has to offer currently pertaining to confirmation time.

 How would you expect such to be introduced to this short-attention-span millennia as an
everyday payment option? No, we gat to be real here. No wonder the granddaddy(bitcoin) in
talk is regarded as a de facto store of value.

But we can't give up on our new found revolution (cryptocurrency), can we? There has to be a
way out! 'Smartcash InstantPay' - here I come!. Imagine the two scenarios above, where am
done sorting my bill before the sale-person could finish pouring that milk into the coffee mug or
where the payment has already complete before the gas could fill-up in the bike tank. How
fabulous would that be? SmartCash InstantPay function is on the verge of turning these into
realities.

As an added sauce, you will get to pay a transaction fee many times lesser than the traditional
fiat charges. Imagine paying just $0.0005 for a single transaction no matter its amount. That
means you could rack up just $1 on as much as 2,000 individual separate transactions. No, that
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probable isn't a fee.
 

In fact, to make instant payment more effective and reliable the team have been focusing on
encouraging the setup of smart nodes and currently there are over 9,000 smart nodes spread
throughout the continents. This is more than the combine master node of Dash and PIVX which
are popularly known by their masternodes.

InstantPay technology uses the network of the setup nodes to instigate a transaction and notify
all nodes in the network about the transaction in other to avoid any recording or processing
error, which also prevent any loop to vulnerability or ungranted access.

At this point, you could argue with me less that by the InstantPay feature and almost free
transaction fee SmartCash is all set to take the finance world by STORM thereby, consciously
accelerating the fast adoption of cryptocurrency into the unreached parts of the world.
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RoadMap 2018.
Base on the above illustrative image.

 I will like to do a briefing on each of the stated objective.

INVISIBLE ADDRESS: This can be ascertained with privacy. It is intended to reveal the
transaction history of an address as being null. Thereby, safeguarding against tracking.
SMARTCARD: What could be more existing than owning a compact card you could
easily charge your bill with. SmartCash is taking things to the extreme by having this
feature in place.
ELECTRUM WALLET: This is to provide an easy access to the desktop wallet. Voting
and smartnode instigation to be included in its future functions.
CORE UPGRADE FOR FASTER SYNCING: A way of making the whole network to
be in instant agreement.With SmartCash -  Cryptocurrency is ready to be integrated into our everyday transactions — Steemit 33
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UPGRADED EXPLORER: For better transparency and detailed info about the smartcash
blockchain.
STARTING SMARTNODE FROM WEB WALLET: Intended for greater flexibility of
node management
INSTANTPAY: The real mechanism that will bring about the wide acceptance of smarts by
everyday folk.
24HR SUPPORT CENTER: A service to support merchants and new users.
NATIVE MOBILE WALLET WITH MULTICURRENCY TRADING
ABILITY: How fascinated I was when I saw this proposed feature. Imagine that we never
get to go to exchange such as coinexchnageor cryptochange that are currently trading
Smartcash anymore. Saving us the stress, risk, fee and associated factors that are currently
experienced. How wonderful would that be?
ATOMIC SWAP: Also regarded as atomic cross-chain trading will involve the exchange
of one cryptocurrency to another without the involvement of third-party.
ADAPTIVE BLOCK: One of the major headache faced by Bitcoin developers or all those
who have the technical-know-how is how they could alter the code to change the block-size
without distorting the network to enable more transaction being processed. Blockchain as a
rigid technology once pre-written and initiated offers very little option to any adjustment in
the underlying code.

 
SmartCash who must have put this factor into consideration while choosing the zcoin
protocol intends to offer greater scalability by gradually increasing the block-size as the
need for it arises and thus building the blockchain to process more number of transactions
per period of time.

Conclusion
Without even going one-on-one with the brain(s) behind this project, one could clearly see that
the main objective which brought about the creation of this project is "creating a ready-made
avenue and considerations by which cryptocurrency can actually be integrated into our everyday
activities thus making the dream why they were first created come alive "serving as the #1
exchange medium by disrupting the old traditional way".

SmartCash - a coin for a Smart Generation.

Quick Fact
 Cryptocurency, while still known by little are destined to increase in value once the number of

investors/users increases. The point is, this could be a good chance to add up some smarties to
your portfolio while it is still trading for penny. Mind you, crypto are very volatile assets,
therefore, always stake what you can afford to lose and make your own personal research to
truly convince yourself about your investments.
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If you would like to learn more about smartcash please visit: https://smartcash.cc/

Follow @smartcash on steemit for a chance to win some smarties.
 Join the conversation right now on discord
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Blockchain, DLT, Decentralization
and SmartCash!

 

Here is a brief introduction to the article.

In this article I cover the main aspects of blockchain technology, distributed ledger technology,
and and decentralization. I will also introduce the currency called SmartCash, explaining what
has been accomplished so far and what the road ahead holds.

I hope you find it interesting!

allemeister (47)  in smartcash •  9 days ago
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Blockchain technology

Nowadays banking information is centralized, meaning it is is stored in respective banks'
servers. The banks handle the transactions and it often takes days for bank wire transfers to
finish.

On the contrary, blockchain creates a base for decentralized digital currencies. It's a transparent
ledger where each transaction is recorded in the history and can not be altered. When
transactions are made, timestamps, source and destination are added to a block that will be
mined.

In a blockchain, all blocks depend on the hashes of previous blocks. So it's impossible to alter an
earlier block without making all the later ones invalid. That's why it's called blockchain. A chain
of "blocks" connected by hashes.

The miners solve a hashfunction by utilizing their GPU/CPU power and contribute with shares
of the solution. The block is solved once the appropriate cryptographic nonce is found and the
block reward is distributed to the miners.

The validity of the transaction within the blocks are then checked and confirmed by the
collective computing power of miners within the network.

I made a graphic explaining the process in a simple way.
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DLT Distributed Ledger Technology

To begin this section I will explain what a ledger is.

A ledger is a registry of entries. It's a kind of bookkeeping registry that is registering information
of various kinds. Those can be financial records, public records (birth certificates), university
degrees, contracts and so on.

The standard way of bookkeeping is made by a centralized third party that is registering all the
transactions that are made. In crypto bookkeeping is done by a distributed ledger with help of a
decentralized network. The network validates the transactions that are made and the ledger is
open to everyone. This means that transactions are unalterable and secure.
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Usecases for blockchain & cryptocurrencies

All the hype around cryptocurrencies are not just buzzwords and short-term moneymaking. In
line with a quote from the Bitcoin white paper abstract, the ideology behind it was to be used as
an electronic payment method.

‘’A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash would allow online payments to be sent
directly from one party to another without going through a financial institution.’’ - Satoshi
Nakamoto

While blockchains main use case is an electronic payment method, blockchain supplies a variety
of additional use cases.
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Looking into a currency like SmartCash provides further input on the matter. The upcoming
InstantPay and SmartCard will be a great utility for real life implementation and utilization for
crypto as a real currency.

Having a wallet on a physical card along with near instant payments. Currently transactions on
the SmartCash using blockchain for take around 2 minutes. This will be even faster with
incredible InstantPay system backed by over 10.000 nodes.

How do transactions differentiate from usual bank
transfers?

The big difference between transactions between blockchain and banks is the absence of
centralization and the speed. Normally bank transfers take days and require a lot of personal data
to be approved.

 The beauty of using blockchain for transactions is that they require no personal data to be
submitted, along with incredible transaction speed. While Bitcoin has rather high fees
comparable to bank transfers, SmartCash is close to free (less than a penny transaction fee) and
is incredibly quick (less than 2 minutes for a confirmed, irreversible transaction).
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What are the pros of decentralization and crypto?

Decentralization encourages growth with distributed responsibility and decision-making.
Accountability and transparency is also encouraged since the decision-making is split up.
Makes the development more flexible and innovative.
Improves the efficiency by letting several entities make decisions and lets people contribute
from a grass-root type of level.
Involvement is emphasized since everyone can contribute with ideas and things that
promote the projects.

The big difference between fiat and cryptocurrencies is that cryptocurrencies operate
independently of central banks.
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While both can be used as a store of value, cryptocurrencies follow their respective
protocol algorithm while central banks control the supply of fiat currencies.
There is no countries name on cryptocurrencies and most of them are decentralized.
Transactions are saved in an open, transparent ledger. No currency can be cheated into the
system, meaning it is fraud proof.
Cryptocurrencies are accessible to everyone and do not need personal information to
proceed transactions.
The value is independent and based on supply & demand.

An easy way to illustrate centralization vs decentralization
 

What is SmartCash?

SmartCash is a community governance, cooperation and growth focused blockchain based
currency and a decentralized economy.

The embedded features, such as the SmartHive, lets the community share their ideas by
proposals and create solutions that introduce new third parties and promotes growth of the
project.
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The currency can be earned by three different ways aside from buying it off an exchange:

Mining: The usual PoW system where miners are rewarded from pools for contributing
with shares when solving blocks.
SmartRewards: A longterm holding, price-stabilization mechanism. If at least 1,000
SmartCash are held on one address between 25th -> 25th next month (snapshot date)
without sending any funds from the address, they are awarded by 15% of the blockrewards
during that period split proportionally between all eligible addresses.
SmartNodes: A MasterNode network (with already a massive 10.000+ nodes) where 10%
of block rewards go to one node at the time. The SmartNode network will be a supportive
pillar for the upcoming InstantPay system.

What is InstantPay?

While SmartCash is already a very fast currency in terms of transactions, InstantPay with
support of the node network will provide a close to instant payment system.

 This is important to note because this is one thing that a currency needs to be viable for real
world implementation and adoption. There are already a few merchants accepting SmartCash
and with InstantPay this number will most definitely increase.

In my opinion there are a few key points a currency needs to succeed.

User friendliness: Anyone should be able to use the payment system without problems. The
payment process needs to be easy, without forcing people to give personal information or
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unnecessary procedures.
 

The web wallet that SmartCash made really provides in this matter. Try it out!
Like I just mentioned above, transaction speed is key! (a video demonstration showing a
SmartCash transaction can be found here!). Nobody wants to wait 5 minutes for a
transaction to finish when making a purchase. While transactions already are very fast
compared to other blockchains, with InstantPay it will be suitable for in-store payments!
Low fees: While Bitcoin is a good store of value and the first cryptocurrency, the big flaw
with it are the transaction fees. There isn't much point to use a currency for small payments
when the transaction fee is close to as high as the initial cost for the goods. Another good
thing with SmartCash are the very low transaction fees which are less than 0.01$.
Good customer support: There will always be people that needs help with for various
causes in any branch, this is why a solid customer support is important to not leave
anybody in the dark. As seen on the 2018 Roadmap a bit further down, SmartCash will
create a 24/7 customer support platform to instantly be ready to assist.

What has SmartCash accomplished so far?

SmartCash is a relatively new cryptocurrency. Since July 2017 a number of neat projects has
already been finished. Amongst those are: The SmartHive, SmartRewards, the voting platform,
SmartNodes, merchant implementation, Web Wallet, Android Wallet and more! The reason for
the impressive progress is partly the choice of having a decentralized organizational model with
the Hive Structuring Teams. Those teams are split up for various tasks and promote the
development of several projects at once. If more teams are needed, more will be created and will
increase the capabilities of development even more!

Another reason is the SmartHive.

The SmartHive is a community fund where everyone can create proposals that promote the
growth of the currency and the community votes on their stand towards the proposals. This is an
important and unique feature which really makes a difference.

Voting and proposals can be found here: https://vote.smartcash.cc/
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The 2018 Roadmap

Talking about roadmap, the recently released roadmap for 2018 holds an immense amount of
interesting projects in the making. I will briefly cover the most important upcoming projects for
SmartCash (in my opinion).

SmartCard: SmartCard opens up new business models for 3rd party merchants by
introducing a physical card for SmartCash to be traded with. Here is some information
about SmartCard: The card will be your encrypted private key. No private keys will be
stored or logged and each card will have a recovery backup. It will also contain more
convenient functionalities to avoid fraud. One of which is the PIN Reset which allows you
to change the PIN code anytime you want.

ELECTRUM Wallet: As of now, the desktop wallet is the main wallet used for starting
nodes and is a bit heavy on new users by requiring the blockchain download, some
command prompts etc. The Electrum wallet will provide a light desktop wallet with great
usability while it doesn't require the full blockchain download and requires less resources
on your computer.
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Reintroduction of privacy protocols: SmartCash will introduce the BIP-47 protocol
which allows the reuse of an address without revealing transaction history. This is a great
feature for merchants and users that want privacy.

The rest of the roadmap can be found here: https://smartcash.cc/roadmap/
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Financial Freedom

One of the main purposes of cryptocurrency is to achieve financial freedom.

With traditional currency or fiat money you are never really in control of your funds. There is
always a central organization that manages and controls “your” money. You might think that it is
“your” money that you see in your account but in reality it is not.

You might have a nice amount tucked away on a savings account but to access it you will have
to go through your bank (a centralized organisation). The bank can also dictate what you can and
cannot do with your money. You cannot store your digital wealth on an app or local wallet for
example outside the reach or control of the bank.

xervantes (59)  in cryptocurrency •  13 days ago
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If the bank would go bankrupt, you run the risk of losing all “your” money because the people
managing your hard earned cash will not be able to pay you what they owe you.

As soon as you trust a bank with your funds, you are giving them control over your wealth. If
you think that the bank will just put your funds into an account and leave it there until you wish
to withdraw it, you are poorly mistaken, the bank will use your money to invest and keep the
earnings of those investments for themselves, in fact there is no way to know for sure how banks
are handling the money you put into their accounts.

Banks take a calculated risk based on the fact that it is very unlikely that everyone will withdraw
or use their funds at the same time. So they make sure that only a percentage of the money on
saving/spending accounts is available should people want to do payments or cash out. The rest is
used for investments or other financial transactions. If every customer of a bank would withdraw
his or her funds at the same time than that bank would immediately go bankrupt simply because
the bank would not have the funds to pay everyone what they are owed.

A lot of banks even limit the daily amounts of money that you can withdraw, just think
about it. Someone else is actually deciding what you can and can not do with your own
hard earned money.

Cryptocurrency is everything that fiat money isn’t. It takes away the control of central
organizations and puts it where it really belongs….with you. With cryptocurrency you have full
control over your coins. With a private key you are the only one who has access to your funds
and no one can take that away from you. You are also not tied to a single central organization,
you can store your money anywhere you want it. You can leave it on an exchange of your own
choosing, a mobile wallet, a wallet on your PC or even a paper wallet, you can decide to store it
online or offline for even safer keepings.
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for example for a long time I held my bitcoins in my Mycelium android wallet but then I
decided to use the Coinomi wallet because it has more options. I simply imported my
private keys into my freshly downloaded Coinomi wallet.... et voila, all my bitcoins were
now in my Coinomi wallet. Let’s see you do that with a bank account!

Another advantage of crypto are the peer to peer payments. Instead of wiring money from one
bank account to another, you can now directly make payments to another person's wallet. There
is no interference from financial institutions between the payments.

SmartCash is a prime example of a cryptocurrency giving its users financial freedom. Besides
the decentralized aspect of the blockchain, SmarCash also gives the users the means to pay
merchants instantly (instantpay). The coin focuses on the community and holders of the coin can
vote on how SmartCash funds are spent. The SmartCash funds are used to promote community
projects that are submitted by the members of the community. So basically for the people by the
people.

Freedom to decide
 You can earn rewards by holding the coin but it is not a necessity. It is up to you for which

purpose you want to use the coin. Either use it for payments or long term investment.

One of the many things that SmartCash has initiated to give their community (SmartHive)
more freedom to spend their funds is the SmartCash debit card. This will allow the users
to spend their SmartCash in conventional shops and online.

Freedom to participate
 The developers use feedback from the community to decide which direction the project should

go, even more they encourage the community to participate in the development of the project
(Roadmap).

A bank will never involve you in their decisions, they will never ask you for your opinion
how to invest (even it is your own money). The money that the banks are spending is
actually money that has been deposited by their customers but those customers have no
say in the way that the bank handles their money.

Freedom to support
 The SmartCash blockchain is powered by SmartNodes that are setup by the community

members and holders of the SmartCash coin. So in a way the SmartCash network is being
maintained by the community members themselves.
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To setup SmartNodes you will need 10,000 SmartCash as collateral.

Cryptocurrencies like SmartCash gives you all the benefits of other crypto like real ownership of
your coins, independence from financial institutions but also a say in how SmartCash funds are
spent, the possibility to setup community projects and participate in the development and
direction of the project.

For a coin to succeed as a viable means of payment it needs to be user-friendly, instant, backed
by the community and have real added value. If we add the fact that by holding the coin you get
a say in the community and can help with the development we can conclude that SmartCash is
providing a great and positive way for people to be free of the choking grip of centralized
financial institutions.

If you would like to learn more about SmartCash please visit https://smartcash.cc/ (or click
on the banner below)
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Nodes, Votes and a Sustainable
Decentralization!!

We have all been really excited about the smartcash masternodes and a lot of nodes have been
set in just about a couple of months already, the node holders getting healthy payouts!! All
good!! But why exactly are you getting paid from the nodes? It's not like you're "staking" your
smartcash in the node, because as I said in one of my earlier posts, Smartcash blockchain does
not run on the Proof of Stake algorithm.

So, are the nodes similar to smart rewards, in the sense that the smartcash team is just being
extra generous? Nope.

This is because the masternodes are actually contributing to the blockchain. In other words, by
setting up a masternode, you are actually becoming a part of the Smartcash blockchain. You are
providing service to the smartcash blockchain and are being rewarded a portion of the block
rewards for you service to the blockchain, a "proof of service" rewards if you may!! But exactly
what service are you providing to the blockchain by setting up your masternodes, how are you
improving the blockchain?

simplifylife (57)  in smartcash •  11 days ago
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What exactly are these masternodes?
Masternodes are essentially decentralized servers that are connected to the network. You must
have noted that you had to set up a VPS (virtual private server) as an important step of setting up
your masternode and it's absolutely essential that your VPS doesn't have a downtime of more
than 1 hour in a day. This is essential because this server is the most important contribution you
are providing to the blockchain, you are helping to increase the number of servers. These servers
need to be up and running to maintain a certain minimum level of performance and functionality
of the blockchain.

Why are servers important?
Let's take Youtube for example, a very simple example. What is the function of youtube....why is
it there....why do you use youtube? To watch videos. But one day you wake up, and the servers
of youtube are all down. Will you be able to access the site and watch that video you wanna
watch at that moment? No. You have to wait till the servers are back up, because the servers are
where the data is stored, the servers in other words, are what serves you the data, in case of
youtube, the videos. So the more the number of servers available for youtube, the less likely it is
for all the servers to be down at once, ensuring you are always able to access the
videos, whenever you need it!! Similarly when you skype your friend, the data (in this case your
voice and image/video) is being moved around by the skype servers, you upload a picture to
facebook or steemit from your laptop, and you can access the same from your friend's laptop,
because the data (the pictures in this case) is stored on the facebook or steemit servers and
providing you with it whenever you call for it.

So what's the function of a blockchain? What's the function of a server, i.e. what is
the data stored on a blockchain?

TRANSACTIONS.

You wanna buy some smartcash on an exchange? Transaction.
 You wanna withdraw from an exchange to your wallet? Transaction.

 You wanna pay for something with smartcash? Transaction.

It must be pretty obvious by now what the masternodes are doing on the smartcash blockchain,
or any blockchain for that matter.

Masternodes are like connections between transactions. The nodes run the network and do the
transactions. This is why it is important, and absolutely essential to have a lot of servers, aka
masternodes on the smartcash blockchain as the Smartcash roadmap 2018 is very merchant
focused. And as I have said in my post on transaction fees and confirmation times having fast,
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instant transactions is not optional if we are looking for widespread merchant adoption. It is a
MUST HAVE.

But how are the nodes speeding up transactions?
Let's imagine there are 4 guys at a local KFC waiting in line to order form the menu (data stored
on the server) and there is only one person serving (aka the server) these 4 customers. And let's
imaging another KFC two streets down where there are 4 guys again, waiting to order, but here
there are 4 people serving the customers. Which KFC will be able to process the orders (aka
transactions) faster? Do the math if you're SMART enough!! (See what I did there 😜)

So now it's self explanatory why increasing the number of masternodes is so important for us if
we're to achieve the merchant focused goals and the instantpay features in the Smartcash
Roadmap 2018.

How has smartcash fared in terms of the number
of masternodes enabled when compared to the
most popular masternodes out there?
The DASH and PIVX masternodes are probably some the most popular ones out there. DASH
kind of introduced the concept in a fancy way and PIVX was actually a fork of DASH. Their
masternodes have been around since early 2016/mid 2016....so over a year or two
already!! And to put this into perspective, smartcash masternodes have only been around
for less than 2 months!!
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Affordable Masternodes!!
Smartcash has made it very affordable for anyone to setup a masternode and start contributing to
the blockchain, while also earning decent payout for the service. At 30 cents, a smartnode costs
you about $3000. This makes setting up a node extremely alluring and more and more people
are setting up the nodes and starting to help smartcash move closer towards achieving it's
merchant focused goals!! Compare this to over $50,000 for a pivx masternode and over
$600,000 for a DASH masternode!!

So, is that all a masternode does? Just speeding
up transactions?
Well that's pretty awesome as it is, but no. That's not all the masternodes do. They actually give
transactions instant confirmations (well, making the transactions fast and instant) which also
improves the security of the blockchain. Because, as I have mentioned in the post on transaction
fees and confirmation times the faster we can get the confirmations on a block and the
transactions in that block, the lesser chance and time the hackers will have to attack the
blockchain and having such a vast number of masternodes already in just 2 months, and the fact
that this number will only keep growing and growing, smartcash is making it's blockchain
almost impossible to hijack!! Again, this is absolutely essential for widespread merchant
adoption. No merchant an no buyer will be willing to wait for 5-6 minutes for the transaction to
go through, or be at a risk of losing their funds. They'd just prefer using cash if there's risk of
getting their transactions hijacked, and by working towards increasing the number of
smartnodes, smartcash is working it's way towards instant confirmations and improved security
for the blocks.
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Smart-Voting and Decentralization : Update your
Commonsense!!
Okay, since we have spoken so much about masternodes today, let's just see how much
importance masternode holders are actually given by the originators of masternodes!! In DASH,
the masternode holders are the ONLY ones that are allowed to vote on their projects. That's how
much importance is given to those who set up their DASH masternodes, that's how important a
masternode is. But this type of voting makes the DASH regulation quite centralized to be
honest. Let's face it, how many people can actually afford to have a masternode costing over
$600,000!! Not many!! Smartcash on the other hand allows you 1 vote if you have one
smartcash. I wonder how many of us can afford an $0.3 vote in smartcash community
projects.....hmm 🙋 ♀ 🙋 ♂ 
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Okay, there were a lot of arguments that the 1 smart equals one vote doesn't make smartcash
decentralized either, as they claim to be. They say if Smartcash truly wants to be decentralized
everyone should have an equal say. Well of course, that would be the ideal decentralization IF
WE LIVED IN AN IDEAL WORLD WITH PERFECT HUMAN BEINGS AND NO
PEOPLE WHO WANTS TO HARM OTHERS!!

But surprise!! WE DO NOT LIVE IN AN IDEAL WORLD and there are people around
who'd mess things up if it were up to them to make important decisions and there are people
who will try to harm others (more on this in a bit) and so we need a more Realistic
Decentralization.

For example, if you live in a democratic country, what does your government tell you every
election? By giving you the right to vote, they are decentralizing power!! You get to vote once
every 5 years and that's decentralization? You don't get to vote on what bills get passed...what
projects the govt spends YOUR money on, but it's okay to call that decentralization of power?

So what in Smartcash everyone doesn't get to have an equal say? At least you get to have a say
in EVERY project!!

As a matter of fact, it makes sense to not have an equal say. It makes sense to have a more
realistic approach to decentralization.

If someone who hasn't invested in smartcash, or doesn't know anything about the community,
just received a tip somewhere had an equal say as someone who has taught themselves about
how smartcash works, what the community is all about and actually invested and holds decent
amount of smart, HOW the hell is that fair?

Or even worse, if someone wants smartcash to not succeed, a competitor maybe, just bought a a
few smartcash, in a hundred different accounts....and had an equal say as people who are
working their arses off to make this project a success, imagine the destruction they could have
carried out!!

So use your common sense fellas!! 1 SMART = 1 Vote doesn't make smartcash a centralized
currency, it's gives us a reality check and provides us with Decentralization that is
sustainable. What you guys want, everyone having an equal say and only then smartcash will
be truly decentralized, sounds wonderful, only in theory. It is not sustainable.
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Alright guys, it's 1 am here and I've been outside sightseeing all day.....got back at 10 pm,
exhausted and @teutonium sent me a DM asking if I'm alive coz I didn't make a smartcash post
in 3 days, which truly is very unlike me 😆 Then I realized, I HAD to get this post done!! I've
been thinking about these topics for a few days now and unless I let this post out (and my
thoughts along with it) I'd go crazy pretty soon, and i wouldn't be able to work on other posts,
like my next entry for the meme contest!! Thanks a bunch to @blockchainlib for answering my
questions tirelessly and explaining me and teaching and providing resources over the last few
days!!

I should probably go to sleep!!
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Follow @smartcash to stay updated. Join Team Smartcash on Steemit and start earning
smartcash for your posts.

If you would like to learn more about SmartCash please visit https://smartcash.cc/
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Passive Income Generators

I often write about the importance of using strategies when it comes to cryptocurrency.
This time I want to zoom in on one of the aspects of the strategies that I use and which
cryptocurrency play an important part in reaching my goals.

Unlike traders I am interested in the purpose of coins. Whenever I get a tip from someone I
always ask: So what does this coin do? For me it is important to know what the use is of a
certain coin, this for me is more important than the hype surrounding that coin.

 I think it is of the utmost importance that when you are going to invest in something that you
know exactly what you are investing in.

xervantes (59)  in cryptocurrency •  17 days ago
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Utility
 The coin/blockchain technology has to have purpose. An added use besides just being a means

of payment. The technology has to be used to solve either an existing problem or enhance a
product or service.

 This added value of the coin has to be more than the obvious advantages of blockchain
technology like faster payments, cutting out the middle man, security etc (you know, all the
standard buzz words used to sell an ICO).

 In short the coin needs an unique selling point.

Community
 The coin has to have strong community support otherwise this coin is just another speculative

coin that will tank as soon as there FUD surrounding the coin or when the market takes a dive.
Coins that are hyped tend to be more volatile and when things take a turn for the worse the
investors are more likely to cut their losses.

For example, a lot of my friends are heavily invested in Verge, which undoubtedly is a
solid cypto coin but they are only investing in the coin for the money (which isn’t a bad
thing). As soon as this coin goes to the moon they will dump everything they have for the
payout without ever having used the coin or wondered about the benefits of using the
coin. This is why I tend to avoid coins like Verge and Ripple.

Innovation
 It is important to know what a project is trying to achieve and that they keep improving their

product. The people behind the project need to keep innovating to keep their project relevant.
When you have a strong community backing you also get a lot of feed back for improvement. It
is then up to the developers to turn that feedback in to real updates/upgrades. A coin that has a
roadmap and keeps updating their project has a better chance to stand the test of times.

Investment mechanics
 I couldn’t come up with a better description but what I mean with this is that it is important that

the coin has a mechanic that promotes long term investments in the project. This can be done by
either interest/dividend for holding a coin, Proof of Stake or giving you influence based on the
amount of coins you hold. This is an often underestimated aspect of a cryptocurrency because
people tend to consider these mechanics as a hindrance rather than a benefit.

 Steemit for example promotes investing in Steem by giving you an upvote based on the Steem
Power you have. Your investment is controlled by a Power down system where you are not able
to withdraw your entire investment but rather over a period of 13 weeks. At first this seems like
a disadvantage but in reality this benefits you as an investor because it makes the value of Steem
more stable compared to other coins.

ICO
 Go to WorldCoinIndex or CoinMarketCap, take a coin that has been around for a while, look at
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the price when the coin launched and look at the price where it is now. Now imagine if you
would have invested in that coin at the initial price tag. What would your investment be worth
now? Without a doubt your return on investment would be insane.

 New coins are still hitting the market at a constant rate, any of those coins can turn out to be the
next Ethereum or Bitcoin. There is a high risk with investing in ICOs but with the right research
you can make bigger profits than with day trading.

Now let’s put all those things that I find important together into a strategy.
 First I am going to build a farm. You are probably thinking...what now? But let me explain. On

this farm I am going to hold P.I.G.s. (A P.I.G. is a Passive Income Generator.) And I am going to
feed those P.I.G.s until they become big and plump.

 What do you feed those P.I.G.s you might ask? Well, you feed them crypto, crypto earned from
ICOs to be precise.

 As those P.I.G.s are fed they will payout interest and dividend for me to use. The output from the
P.I.G.s can be used to either feed the P.I.G.s or spend on other things.

For a P.I.G. to be valuable it needs all the aspects stated above. The added value of the use of the
coin has to be proven. The coin needs to have a large community backing, a community that
believes in the coin and support it even when things get tough. Even more important for the
P.I.G. is that there are effective incentives in place that encourage investors to a) invest in the
coin and b) keep investing for the long term. But the obvious most important aspect for a P.I.G.
is that it pays interest/dividend in one way or another and that the output is worth your while.

Steem
 Steem has proven to be one of the most effective P.I.G.s for me. It has the community support,
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great updates that are community driven. A clear focus on the future and mechanics that reward
you for investing, the more you invest the bigger the output.

Someone with $100,000 investment in Steemit will earn more than someone who has
invested $100 in the platform.

In a period of 6 month I was able to generate a constant stream of revenue from Steemit just by
using my ICO profits to power up.

SmartCash
 Although I have just started with SmartCash I am totally hyped about this coin. SmartCash has a

strong community focus and addresses one of the major problems of crypto...instant payments.
Their goal is to make it possible to buy goods/services and instantly pay without having to wait
30 minutes for the transaction to be confirmed and at low transaction costs (Merchant focus).

Investing in SmartCash gives you the power to vote on community funded projects, the more
SmarCash you hold, the more influence you have (Smart-Voting). So you it pays to be part of
the community because you have a say in how the money earned is going to be spent.
SmartCash does everything in its power to promote community involvement, the developers
start projects but then leave it to the community to decide how it will evolve. The community is
also encouraged to take part in the projects that are meant to improve SmartCash (Smart Hive).

 SmartCash has a clear roadmap designed to keep improving the coin and its services. Because of
the community support (like with open source projects) SmartCash has everything that it needs
to be future-proof.

But like I said two of the most important features of a P.I.G. are the investment mechanics and
the interest/dividend and this is where SmartCash really shines.

If you hold SmartCash in your wallet and have more than 1000 coins (per address) you will be
monthly rewarded (5.2% at time of writing). So it pays to have and hold a minimum amount
tokens in your wallet. The brilliance of the mechanic is that you can not withdraw coins from the
address that is eligible for the payout if you want to receive your SmartRewards. The incentive
is to keep as much SmartCash for as long a possible in your wallet, this way you can get the
most out of the SmartCash reward system.

 The effect is that SmartCash holders are not quick to cash out or sell their coins (just like with
Steem). Also the reward is paid out in SmartCash so the amount of SmartCash that you have
will grow over time.
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For example if you start out with 1000 SmartCash and the SmartReward is averaging 5%
a month then after a year you will have earned 795 SmartCash.

The money is not “stuck” and you can withdraw SmartCash anytime you want however
withdrawing your SmartCash means that you will not receive a SmartReward payout that
month.

 SmartCash rewards you (and rewards you well) for being a part of the community and investing
long term in the platform.

It just simple like that!

There are more coins that can be considered good passive income generators. Besides Steem and
SmartCash I will also be investing in Kucoin, Bankera and Nexo. But for now Steemit and
SmartCash have the biggest upsides of being a worthwhile investment.

Which coins do you consider to be good long term investments that also earn you
interest/dividend? Let me know in the comment section.

If you would like to learn more about SmartCash please visit https://smartcash.cc/ (or click on
the banner below)
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Smartcash Transacton Fees and
Confirmation Times : Extremely
Secure, Super Cheap!!

I'm just gonna put it out there : The confirmation time is insanely quick and transaction fees are
super cheap in the Smartcash blockchain!!

Everyone has been extremely focused recently on writing about smart nodes, smartcard,
merchant focus, the roadmap 2018 etc. all of which I intend to write about as well, but I think
there is something more important that deserves a lot of attention!!

The transaction fees, the transaction speed and the confirmations times, these are going to
determine whether merchants will be willing to accept smartcash in the future, whether people
will be willing to pay using smartcash to buy stuff. These factors are going to be key factors in
determining the usability of smartcash as a future currency!!

Let's face it guys!! You don't wanna pay $1 as transaction fees for that $3.5 coffee!! That retailer
is not gonna be willing to wait for 15 minutes to receve payments after he has sold that gorgeous
bottle of Bleu de Chanel!!

Sure, I could just tell you this is the fee you pay...this is how long a confirmation takes....blah
blah blah!! But I decided to do some transactions myself and show you guys in real time how
quick the transactions are, how cheap the fees are and how quick the confirmation time
is!! After all, Seeing is Believing!!

What I did was, I withdrew 50 SMARTs from my Discord tipbot to my Smartcash Web Wallet.
Most of you guys probably already know the transaction fees on withdrawing from the tipbot is
0.01 SMART. Transaction fees are similar when you withdraw from the steemit smartbot, or
from the exchanges like cryptopia (Don't hate me for bringing this up guys, but I bought my first
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smartcash on cryptopia when they still had the DOGE/SMART pair) and coinexchange.io (I just
recently bought some on coinexchange, pretty smooth experience).

At the current rate, 0.01 SMART is $0.002 (In the video I said $0.0002 LOL, my bad!!). That's
how cheap the fees are. But things get even more exciting when you make a transaction from the
smarcash web wallet!! The transaction fees if you're making a transaction from the web wallet,
is 0.002 smart (for one of my rewards address it's 0.003, I don't know why there's this difference
though). Now that's $0.0005 in transaction fees!!

Let me speak in numbers we humans use!! A transaction fee of 0.002 smart or $0.0005 means,
you will pay a fee of $5 for Ten Thousandtransactions, regardless of the amount of smart you
are transferring in every transaction!! 10,000 TRANSACTIONS for $5!! If that's not
considered free transaction, I don't know what is!!

In the video you must have seen the funds reached my wallet in 1 minutes 47 seconds, but this
in fact must have been somewhere around 1 minute 30 seconds, because i was talking too much
at that point and re loaded the page a little later than when I should have!! In less than 2 minutes
the funds reached my wallet!! Usain Bolt enough maybe!!?? And this is only going to become
faster!! The devs are still working on improving the blockchain and transactions within a minute
is absolutely possible!!

The explorer is still under development, so the number of confirmations doesn't show up
immediately even after the transaction is completed. I was aware of this and made a transaction
a few hours before recording the video. At the time I was checking the number of confirmations,
that transaction was roughly 3 hours 40 minutes old and had 179 confirmations. There was still
20 minutes left for a full 4 hours. So a fair estimation at this time would be between 55-65
confirmations every hour, but to make the math easy, let's assume it to be 60 confirmations per
hour. That's 1 confirmation every minute guys!! To understand the significance of this, let's
briefly look at what confirmations are.

When a block is mined or the miner solves the puzzle, it is said the block is confirmed. This is
one confirmation. Then when the next block is confirmed, ALL the previous block also get
confirmed again and this keeps happening for every future block that is confirmed. For example,
let's say, Block 1 is confirmed first. Then block 2 is confirmed. Now, block 2 will have 1
confirmation, but block 1 will have 2 confirmations. Then when the third block is confirmed,
Block 3 will have 1, block 2 will have 2 and block 1 will have 3 confirmations!! The more the
number of confirmations a block has, the more secure the transactions in that block are and thus
are more difficult to be under a security attack, aka hack!! And the faster these confirmations
are, the lesser time is available for a successful hacker attack. And the blocks in the smartcash
blockchain is getting confirmations roughly once every minute, making the blockchain
extremely secure from hacker attacks!! As a matter of fact, I just read this post that
the Smartcash Web Wallet has passed the security audit.

https://steemit.com/smartcash/@cloudspyder/smartcash-web-wallet-passed-the-security-audit
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The SmartCash dev team have hired Linux Force Security white hat hacking team to
conduct security audit on SmartCash web wallet. And Linux Force Security pentester
concluded that SmartCash web wallet is indeed secure.

With fast transaction speed, ridiculously cheap transaction fees and lightning fast confirmation
times increasing the security of the blockchain, the Smartcash team has developed a very
realistic Roadmap for the year 2018!!
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Follow @smartcash to stay updated. Join Team Smartcash on Steemit and start earning
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The One About SmartCash

Loyal community support is very important for a crypto coin. It is this support that
ensures that a coin grows over time in value and when the cryptocurrency market is hit
with hard times that the coin doesn’t take a nosedive in the price charts.

 If a coin has community backing this will make the coin more stable because the
community will be less inclined to dump the coin for a small profit or when the coin tanks.

SmartCash is one of those cryptocurrencies with a strong community focus.
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SmartRewards
 With SmartRewards the community is rewarded for investing in SmartCash on a monthly basis.

If you have more than 1000 SMART in your wallet for 30 days then you are eligible for the
SmartRewards which are paid out on the 25th of the month. During this 30 day period no
withdrawals or spending is allowed. If you move any coins from your address you will not
receive the reward.

 So for example, I have 2 addresses with more than 1000 Smart. On February 25 those 2
addresses will be eligible for the reward. There is no staking involved, the way it works is that
every 30 days (on the 25th) a snapshot is made of the SmartCash addresses. If I do not move any
funds out of those addresses until the next round (when the the snapshot is taken) on March 25, I
will receive my SmartRewards. But if I make a withdrawal from address no.1 I will not receive
my rewards for that address (however I will receive my rewards for address no.2). After that the
cycle will repeat itself for the next round. The takeaway is that is beneficial to leave your coins
in your wallet as much as possible so that your investment can grow.

The SmartCash Wallet allows you to create multiple addresses that you can use for
savings, spending or voting for example.

SmartRewards are intended to motivate leaving your funds as an investment in the
platform. Not unlike the power down mechanism on Steemit.

The rewards come out of the 15% block reward allocation.

SmartHive
 Aka an incentivized decentralized community. The SmartHive is meant to allow the community

a say in the future of the coin, how the money is spend and increase community involvement.
The Hive is of course a reference to a bee community, all working together for a common goal.
The difference is that with SmartHive all the bees get a say in the community efforts.

 This is done by….

Smart-voting
 SmartCash is all about community projects. Members of the community can propose projects

that are funded by the Hive Community. When a project is submitted the holders of the coin can
vote one the Project. Those who have invested the mosts (in other words hold the most tokens,
have the bigger vote).

 It is this mechanism that allows for community based decisions on how the SmartCash funding
is used.

https://vote.smartcash.cc/
https://forum.smartcash.cc/c/smarthive
https://smartcash.cc/what-are-smartrewards/
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70% of the SmartCash budget is used for the proposed community projects that you can
submit and/or vote on.

SmartNodes
 To keep a network running you will need a backbone..In this case the SmartNodes are used to

keep things going. SmartNodes are servers that run a SmartCash Wallet and are used for
transaction verification. Running a SmartNode will earn you 10% of the block reward on every
Block distributed to the SmartNode. Running a SmartNode will earn you some nice SMARTS
payouts and saving your funds will earn you SmartRewards on top of that. Yes, that’s
right...community members can run their own Node and support the Hive. There are some
requirements though, for starters you will need 10,000 SMART as collateral to run a Node.

Hive Teams
 Every Hive needs worker bees and SmartCash has an interesting approach when it comes to the

Team concept. There are core Hive teams to initially set things up but the idea is for the
community to step in and take control. This is where the SmartHive comes back into play,
submitting proposals and voting on ideas by the Community for the Community.

https://smartcash.cc/hive-teams/
https://smartcash.cc/
https://smartcash.cc/smartnodes/
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There are some qualities that are very important If a cryptocurrency wants to make an
impact as a means of payment.

Instantpay
 One of the biggest downsides of Bitcoin is the the transaction speed. Imagine standing in a store

and paying with Bitcoins. How long are you going to have to wait before the transaction is
confirmed...10 minutes?….20 minutes? When buying goods online or paying in a store with
cryptocurrency you need the transaction speed to be fast, really fast. That is why SmartCash is
introducing Instantpay in 2018. With InstantPay you will be able to have lightning fast (instant)
transactions. This is a big must if you want to use SmartCash on a daily basis for buying goods
or online payments. A lot of other cryptocurrency transaction speeds leave a lot to be desired and
InstantPay is the solution to that problem.

 SmartCash wants to be a viable means of payment with a community and merchant focus.

Focus on ease-of-use
 Not everyone is a crypto, IT, financial wizard. If you want your coin to be adopted by the

masses you will need a user friendly solution. SmartCash has a very powerful but user friendly
wallet that gives you full control of your coins. Installing the wallet is very easy, just download
the wallet from the SmartCash site and install it on your favorite operating system.

 The site is also aimed at being as user friendly as possible. All the features are clearly explained
and the site is easy to navigate. The forum is a great place for newbies to ask questions and
tutorials/guides are easy to find.

The Roadmap
 It is very important to know in which direction a project is headed. SmartCash has nicely laid

out which features are coming to us in the near future and the development schedule. Knowing
what features are being developed and insight in the current state of development is an added
value for a crypto project. Transparency is key especially for a community focused project.

https://smartcash.cc/roadmap/
https://smartcash.cc/wallets/
https://smartcash.cc/what-is-smartcash/
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SmartCash is an undertaking aimed at the community and backed by a loyal following. By
investing in SmartCash you get votes to be part of the decision making and influence in the
funding of community projects.

 Holding SMART coins will earn you rewards on a monthly basis and running a SmartNode will
increase the amount of coins that you can earn even more.

Community focus is a great starting point for a cryptocurrency project but a crypto coin will also
need other unique selling points to be successful. The fact that the SmartCash community has
made everything about SmartCash user friendly and that they are developing InstantPay shows
that they are invested in making this cryptocurrency a success and a viable option for day to day
payments.

If you would like to learn more about SmartCash please visit https://smartcash.cc/

https://smartcash.cc/
https://smartcash.cc/roadmap/
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Read more about: SmartCash
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What a perfect cryptocurrency
may look like

Hi fellow reader, I’m glad you’re here. Although this writing is addressed to a wide audience,
even sophisticated readers may grasp some really valuable points from it. For some people, this
read may become something even bigger. Here we will talk about a cryptocurrency, ultimately
intended to become a convenient means of payment and maybe even more.

In today’s cryptospace we may see hundreds of projects aimed to become a payment solution,
but are they really that different from each other? Just recently I went through tens of new
projects to see if I was missing something interesting or unique – no, most of them are the same
with little to no differences. You may guess that in a long-term there won’t be enough room for
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hundreds of cryptocurrencies. Only a few of them will prosper, leaving others to slowly
disappear or to survive thanks to the desperate efforts of early adopters or the inflow of naive
newbie investors. So in order to seek for the best ones, we should first determine the existing
problems of the most popular top cryptocurrencies. 

I believe some top cryptos are here to stay. I’m not going to reveal my opinions regarding all of
them. Here I’ll mention the most popular and relevant to the topic. Let’s take Bitcoin and Dash
to see what are their pros and cons and what can be done better. I’m leaving Litecoin aside as
conceptually it is very close to Bitcoin. Ethereum is also not referred to here – its development
plan focuses beyond the means of payment. So let’s have a quick look at how Bitcoin and Dash
became what they are now, what created value and what problems they faced. Knowledgeable
ones may skip the next chapter not to get bored ))

Take off and landing
Bitcoin over time gathered an army of inspired minds and fans. Those who believed that they
have the right to be independent of banks and governments when it comes to controlling own
assets. People loved the idea of the asset with a deflationary model - they needed something that
will help them to save funds and to accumulate earnings. They also needed a means of fast,
cheap and safe money transfers to anywhere in the World without a hassle with documents and
time wasting. Let’s also face it – many saw an opportunity to make a good investment. The most
value came from wide adoption. People believed in Bitcoin and started to accumulate, to trade
and to use it.

Yet Bitcoin was confronted with several problems. The biggest one (that still persists) was the
problem of consensus finding.  The power over decisions regarding Bitcoin destiny was
distributed over corporate miners, big exchanges, and the core team. At times, views on how to
scale and develop the blockchain further were completely different, thus Bitcoin faced network
issues and severe delays implementing vital upgrades. This problem aroused from the fact that
initially, mineable coin became possible to be mined only with the use of specialized hardware
(ASICs) rendering amateur hardware such as CPUs and GPUs unprofitable. ASICs were
manufactured by a limited number of manufacturers being actively involved in the mining
process. So they were among the most influential parties in Bitcoin. Another problem with
Bitcoin is its mining concept that has led to the fact, that Bitcoin Proof-Of-Work
mining consumes an enormous amount of electricity. This one is unlikely to be dealt with soon –
highly influential miners invested tons of money into equipment and would combat any
proposals towards optimization of the mining process.

Dash appeared on the scene in 2014 addressing to known issues Bitcoin was facing. Dash
introduced innovative ideas and applied technologies towards improved privacy, better mining
decentralization and transaction speed. In order to facilitate some features, Dash implemented
MasterNodes – energy-efficient hardware nodes, backed up by stacking of 1000 of Dash (this
measure was introduced to ensure good intentions of node’s operator). Also, Dash decided to set

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof-of-work_system
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aside 10% block rewards for own fund, aimed to develop Dash further. Anyone could submit a
proposal for funding. MasterNode owners were able to vote on proposals and key network
decisions.

Still far from perfect
All problems solved, right? Although innovative improvements of Dash vastly improved the
overall model of decentralized cryptocurrency, some dramatic drawbacks can be easily spotted.
First of all, good ecosystem should care most for the majority of participants. Regarding
cryptocurrency, the end users are the ones to be most heard and cared for. They are the majority.
If they are served by a caring government, they are safe. Even traditional government model
entitles own citizens the right to vote. In Dash such a privilege belongs only to MasterNode
owners. Considered that the current price for the node is more than half a million USD, you can
imagine how limited is the number of decision-makers. And what should happen that
MasterNode owners would one day decide to cast voting power to all? 

Another thing to look at is block rewards. Although 10% of those is going to development fund,
another 90% still goes to miners and node owners allowing them to accumulate the majority of
newly issued coins. Thus they make a crucial decision whether or not to sell at any given time
frame. 

On top of that, Dash launch was compromised with instant premine, what at late 2015 was
estimated as approximately 32% of existing coins. The amount of premined coins is about 10%
of total Dash supply ever to be issued. Although Dash creator and developer explained the issue
as a bug in the code, still many believe this affected Dash reputation in a negative way.

A smart approach to a viable model
So let's see what can be done in order to come closer to the definition of the perfect
cryptocurrency. Considering the fact that cryptocurrency is an asset owned by many participants
within the ecosystem, the rational solution should include the opportunity to allow every
participant to contribute to development and decision-making process. In other words, the
ecosystem should include fair and transparent governance model. Perfect cryptocurrency should
also include all the features initially highly valued by people - true decentralization and
usability.

Proof-Of-Work mining algorithm is efficient in terms of blockchain security and robustness,
though extremely inefficient when it comes to mining costs and scaling. Not only introduction
of Proof-Of-Stake algorithm allows to reduce such costs, but also it offers technical means to
allow much more transactions per time frame (blockchain capacity).

What would let the perfect cryptocurrency to stay afloat in the competitive market? Right, the
ability to evolve and change if necessary, the ability to move in right direction. While this looks

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof-of-stake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dash_(cryptocurrency)
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like an obvious task, necessary decisions, valid solutions, and effective implementations may
appear to be an extremely hard to pursue. This is where the crowd wisdom and outstanding
skills should be applied better than anything else. Here we came to the point where perfect
cryptocurrency should seek for the help from own community.

Another thing to consider good for a cryptocurrency is a relatively low volatility. Deflationary
model obviously attracted many Bitcoin users, although some additional steps towards price
stabilization would contribute to faster adoption. It's just too hard to use in real life the means of
payment with rapidly changing value, especially when the price direction is uncertain. The
nodes technology requires node owners to stake coins thus reducing the number of coins hitting
the exchanges. This contributes to the price stabilization, though some additional measures
wouldn't hurt.

It's already happening
If you still think that all described above only represents a hypothetical example, I'm glad to
surprise you that I have come across the project that ultimately may become a perfect
cryptocurrency with unlimited ability to evolve. I'd like to make a stress on ultimately here as
the project is still in its very young phase of development. If you read the article attentively, you
will see that all the suggestions mentioned here are taken into account. And the project is
called... No, I'll save it for later, meanwhile calling the project, that was born in 2017, just "the
project", "the coin", "the system" and so on. Stay with me ;)

Not only the project has the opportunity to use the wisdom and the best skills from the members
of own community, it actually strongly incentivizes the community to contribute in one or
another way. So from the social point of view, the project may be seen as an incentivized
decentralized community. Sounds rather exciting, right? So let's have an in-depth look at the
mysterious asset, suspected in becoming a perfect cryptocurrency one day.

While you continue reading, please keep in mind, that thanks to the governance structure of the
project, all the below mentioned features of the project may change over time in favor of overall
success should the community decide so.

Fair distribution
Many of early cryptocurrencies underestimated the importance of the distribution of the new
coins. In fact, in most of the cryptos, all the new coins are going straight to the miners and node
keepers. While it's hard to underestimate the importance of those maintaining the blockchain
work, what about the others contributing their talent, time and efforts? Do they invariably have
to become both investors and contributors in order to benefit from the growth of their child?
What about code writers, graphic designers, brainstormers, marketing strategists, translators,
activists, campaigners, copywriters, SEO specialists etc.? True, it would be fair if the system
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was able to take them all into account. So let's see what the situation with mining block rewards
looks like in this not yet named coin:

Miners 5%

Nodes 10%

SmartRewards 15%

Community fund 70%

You may ask yourself why are miners still present in the system while we considered the Proof-
Of-Work technology obsolete and inefficient? Well, the miners were there to start the project
from the ground when nodes technology was under planning and development. Would miners
disappear at some point in the future? Likely.

SmartRewards is something that may have caught your attention. I mentioned before, that it
wouldn't hurt to add additional measure apart from nodes to contribute to price stabilization,
lowering the number of coins in circulation. In a way, SmartRewards resembles saving accounts
in the traditional banking system. Those who wouldn't spend coins from own address for a
whole month receives SmartRewards. The proportional amount of SmartRewards is distributed
across all eligible holders monthly. Unlike bank saving accounts, the coins should remain
untouched from the specific date which is 25th of every month. Currently, in order to be eligible
for SmartRewards, the address have to hold the minimum amount of 1000 coins from 25th of
any given month to the 25th of the next month. Obviously, the profit depends both on the total
quantity of mined coins and the number of coins on eligible addresses. The minimum amount
eligible for SmartRewards may be reduced in the future, though current rate makes it rather
affordable to consider for most people in developed countries.

Community treasure fund is among the smartest concepts of the ecosystem. The fund is used for
the variety of purposes, including both essential development and maintenance needs and
community projects. Who can come up with a community project? Virtually anyone can submit
a proposal for funding own project benefiting the whole ecosystem. You may assume a
marketing campaign or a useful plugin as simple examples of community projects. Though
projects are limited only by a creativity and skills of the author. Any coin holder regardless of
the amount owned has the right to vote on both community projects and general issues.
Obviously, not any project will be approved and funded, leaving overpriced and unsound
projects aside. Employing the best resources and wisdom from own community, the system
incentivizes members with different talents and abilities to contribute.
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The crypto mint
Undoubtedly, one of the most attractive things about Bitcoin is its limited supply. So here we
also have nearly limited supply. Nearly? Let's see why is that. Actually, the coin emission rate is
determined by a simple logic:

BlockReward = 5000 (143500/BlockHeight)    AND    Max BlockReward = 5000

While this may look not very simple at a glance, it actually means that block rewards are getting
smaller and smaller gradually, to be exact, every 55 seconds. On the contrary, Bitcoin block
reward is known for halving approximately every 4 years, what is not good at all for volatility.
So in our project, gradual emission decrease was made on purpose, again to contribute to price
stabilization.

If we calculate the total supply for upcoming years using the formula above and represent the
data as a graph, we will see something like this:

 

You may notice that the total supply will approach 5 billion in 2100. While on Coinmarketcap
the total supply for the project is showed as 5 billion, this is not precisely correct. What would
happen next then? Right, the emission will go on. Unlike Bitcoin, transaction commissions here
are extremely low, that's why proper motivation for node owners is needed. Oh my, the coin has
an unlimited supply, how could I ever imagine it to be perfect? However, it's not that scary at all.
If we continue calculations, we'll see, that the issue of another billion coins would take about
300 years:
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You may think of the total supply as of the limited number and assume that at this pace of
emission, the model is very likely to remain deflationary. If you think that the overall supply of
the coin is big, then remember that people prefer to operate whole numbers rather than fractional
numbers like in Bitcoin or Dash.

The SmartNodes
The nodes were introduced in the project in the beginning of 2018. If you don't know what the
node is, here is a simple explanation. Traditionally, miners kept the blockchain running making
accompanying calculations, just to prove that real computational resources are allocated. Such
collateral calculations weren't functionally useful for the blockchain. On the contrary, nodes are
able to do the necessary job without accompanying calculation, because nodes prove their
devotion to the blockchain by stacking (depositing) a significant amount of coins. So if someone
would decide to attack the network, it would become unprofitable for him.

Current ROI (return on investment) for the SmartNode is relatively high, so the number of nodes
continues to grow. At the end of February 2018, the quantity of nodes was getting closer to
10000 allowing the project to set a new record with nodes number among all cryptocurrencies.
Out of curiosity, I've created a map to see what are the most popular places currently hosting
many nodes: SmartNodes cities map

You may have noticed there that while some locations have just a node or two, larger cities may
be overcrowded with nodes. Those who decide to maintain a node for the blockchain and care
for the better decentralization should try to avoid setting up a node in the cities already hosting a
lot of nodes:

https://batchgeo.com/map/f9a01aadfe637a31e59441c44bbb79d7
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Monreal 1230+ SmartNodes

Amsterdam 665+ SmartNodes

Singapore 605+ SmartNodes

Frankfurt 455+ SmartNodes

London 425+ SmartNodes

Atlanta 315+ SmartNodes

Sydney 315+ SmartNodes

Los Angeles 270+ SmartNodes

Dallas 230+ SmartNodes

Toronto 225+ SmartNodes

Also, to minimize the possibility of creating a single point of failure for the blockchain, choose a
VPS provider other than Vultr, OVH SAS and Digital Ocean. Thankfully, there are plenty of
VPS providers available.

Current transaction time on the blockchain is often less than a few minutes, yet soon nodes will
serve as a technical tool to maintain the feature of instant payments, that is essential for a perfect
cryptocurrency.

What else is on the menu
A good development plan is what most of the hundreds of existing cryptocurrencies are lacking.
Here we have something really interesting. Apart from instant payments, the project has an
extensive roadmap. I'll mention some of the features, leaving you an opportunity to dig deeper
on your own. Invisible addresses will improve the privacy of coin users, allowing them to hide
transaction history if they so wish. SmartCardwould introduce a payment means that safely
holds the private keys allowing payments without 3rd party processing the transaction. The
project is going to launch 24/7 support center to assist new users and merchants. Atomic
swaps will ease the task of exchange for other cryptocurrencies without a mediating
party. Adaptive blocks will serve for further scaling maximizing the number of transactions per
second. As I said, that's not it, you are encouraged to explore more.

Congratulations
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Well, if you were patient and curious enough to read till this point, you deserve to know the
name of the coin, the incentivized community and the decentralized ecosystem. The good name
can be both sound and meaningful. The good name creates value and serves a purpose. The
project you just read so many words about was created by smart people applying smart
strategies and attracting smart contributors. The project is aimed to become an easy to use means
of payment. Almost as simple as cash. So here we go:

Where to get more information on the subject? Do you really think that I know? Should you try
to Google it? Just kidding )) If you would like to learn more about SmartCash please
visit https://smartcash.cc/

https://smartcash.cc/
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With SmartCash - Cryptocurrency
Future Is Bright and Smart

Till date, I still try to remember the channel from where I first came across SmartCash but can't
seem to, but I can clearly remember how optimistic I was when I navigated down their website
and found a new kind of operation I haven't seen before in the crypto space that the project is
built to function around. The beautiful web layouts and detailed explanation couldn't help less
but encourage me to read on.

 After further reading and grabbing some understanding, I immediately concluded with myself
how massive the project will be if it happens to function to full potentials. Was I riding on my
mind too fast? I am still in the process to figure that out. Right from that moment till very now
all developments concerning the project have been positives, challenges have arose but the team
and devs have always find quick solutions in an amazing way.

Would you love to know about this revolutionary project? If so, then, I'll suggest you don't stop
reading just yet as i will be explaining about some fundamentals and vision of the

paulo380 (29)  in smartcash •  8 days ago
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project "SmartCash".
 

SmartCash
A community governance, cooperation & growth focused blockchain based currency & a
decentralized economy.

This definition was clearly stated on the official website. At first I got a little headache trying to
understand the phrase "community governance".Does that mean the existence of a core team?
What's the essence of decentralization if it is governed and directed by a core team? Nope, I was
wrong, there are no core team but different segments that form a team which revolve around the
community, it was even stated clearly on the website that the current team are just there to
start things up and would be breakdown further once some targeted milestone has been
achieved"seem the normal status quo is interfering with me here..' I said it, this project is kind
of unusual!". It making some sense. Have there ever being a creation without its inventor?

 A community? How is that intended to work out?

Smart Hive and Hive structuring team
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Imagine if each and every citizen of a country can genuinely vote for every action the
government takes, how much easier would life have been? We are in for crypto here. Imagine if
the general public could vote regarding bitcoin technical activities and decisions, I think the
whole last year August fork wouldn't have been a struggle and the technology would have
advances better.

SmartHive is actually created for this purpose and this area is considered the blood and life of
the project. It comprises of the whole community which is charged with the responsibility of
guiding the project along a successful path by suggesting new ideas and usage, encouraging
project growth and managing a budget. It involves each and every individual who has invested
in the project and are in possession of the coin (i.e me and potentially you). A really true
democratic and decentralization.

The project adopt the new way of defining a balanced cryptocurrency or blockchain project
"governance and decentralization" in the sense that despite the focus on decentralization there
should be some people responsible to implement change in protocol as technology advances, in
marketing to expand the project and some other needed activities while still putting in place
some limiting gap. These sets of people are regarded as the Hive Structuring team in the case
of SmartCash here and are also responsible for the allocation of fund to a generally approved
proposal which decision was made base on an exercise called SmartVoting - a voting exercise
carried out by individuals who are in possession of the coin to support or rebuke a proposal.

"You have got an idea how crypto could penetrate the market in your home country and
want to fund the marketing and expenses? Look great, but you have to wait for the
community to approve that".
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" looking to carry out an exercise that will educate a specific group of people about
blockchain and it's related uses? Sound good. Let the community decide if they want that
too!

SmartCash is operated base on the 'proof of work' algorithm using keccak, though majority
prefer the 'proof of stake' concept, as it is more eco-friendly but smartcash mining can be easily
done by using a personal computer while still rendering the computer for other use instead of
dedicated sophisticated computer used by bitcoin which use the same algorithm concept (though
this requirement arises due to mining difficulty). 70% of block reward goes to the SmartHive
and the remaining 30% to the reward pool which include Mining(5%), SmartReward(15%) and
SmartNode(10%).

_Have you ever wonder why you could upload a photo on Instagram with your laptop and still
access that same picture through your friend's laptop? This is possible because there is an
existing Instagram storehouse called server (dedicated computer(s)) which serve you your
content whenever you request to access it.

 The same goes with crypto and these servers are known as nodes. In the case of SmartCash,
these are called SmartNodes.
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SmartNode
The whole essence of blockchain and decentralization are made possible by nodes. They are the
backbone of the operating network. To achieve a true decentralization, nodes are spread
throughout the world, maintained by individual(s) who are known or unknown by the public and
are not easily traceable. This function bears a lot of advantage as it ensures backup of data
through different points around the globe in case of natural disaster or theft of property in an
area. The system is self-secure, therefore, individual running a node has no way to interfere with
the network.

Currently, as we speak there are over 9,000 SmartNode spread through every possible continent
of the world. It took bitcoin years to reach that total amount, but with the powerful SmartCash
community and affordable staking and juicy reward this was achieved in just months as people
found it more convenient to set up a node and majority even opted for a full node also regarded
as MasterNode.

SmartReward
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In other for a cryptocurrency to be genuine, it should have a userbase of people who are a strong
believer and have a reasonable amount of the coin in their possession. SmartCash addresses this
aspect by incentivizing users who have at least 1,000smarts in their wallet 15% of block reward.
The eligible addresses must have waited for a month after filling up their wallet before 24th of
the previous month or two months for those who made their transfer after 25th. The snapshot for
allocating the reward happens every 25th of each month.

SmartReward is a price stabilization and longtime hodling mechanism.

What makes SmartCash Unique and an exception
It is a community social driven vision.

So far as I know, only few project that didn't conduct an ICO have a website and smartcash
is proudly on that list.

The traditional way of storing crypto is through a third-party wallet. SmartCash takes this
one step further by creating its own web wallet that was recently tested by an established
white-hat hacker team to be very secure. This is a strong point towards the decentralization
we dearly crave for and also a true proof about the merchant focus as this will enable easy
access and timely management.

The transaction fee is very tiny that I conclude to call it free, imagine paying $0.005 for a
$1,000 transaction, the transaction fee is almost fixed at this tiny fraction no matter how big
the transaction you are conducting is.

Fast confirmation time in the range of 55secs which is in the process of becoming Instant
(more on this in my next post).

Conclusion
As much as I would have loved to concisely put down all my writings about this topic on a page,
I neither have the skill required nor the language fluent to perfect it. But if you were able to read
up to this length then am sure you are in a little bit of way interested in this project. So,
therefore, I will be writing a continuation post (though will feature another heading) where I will
explain about the merchant focus, Roadmap, privacy and of course the exciting InstantPay
feature of SmartCash.

https://steemit.com/smartcash/@paulo380/with-smartcash-cryptocurrency-is-ready-to-be-integrated-into-our-everyday-transactions
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With SmartCash - Cryptocurrency
is ready to be integrated into our
everyday transactions

It's a good feeling that I will get to write this post almost immediately after the previous related
post. In the previous post I talked about some core fundamentals about SmartCash like the
Community, Smartnode and Smartreward.

 In this post, I will be diving into other areas which are regarded as the vision and set goals such
as - The Merchant Focus, Roadmap 2018 and of course InstantPay.

SmartCash Merchant focus.

paulo380 (29)  in smartcash •  8 days ago
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Cryptocurrency was created to challenge the use of fiat as the everyday medium of exchange,
but due to many factors such as volatility and confirmation time, crypto growth towards this use
case has been somewhat very slow. By integrating the InstantPay feature, SmartCash intends to
expose the use of the coin to larger marketplace and varying merchant points. SmartCash has
shown some seriousness about this set goal by finding it's way into over 28 merchant companies
who are already accepting smarts as a payment method, from technology companies to web
hosting to health and beauty companies. For a project which was born last year July(2017), I
think this is a big statement about its credibility.

InstantPay - Here I come!.
What could be more annoying than waiting at a cafe just to get your bill through even after you
are done consuming your coffee or being delayed despite how hasty you are to get your bike fill
up with gas in the gas station due to delay in sorting out your payment?. This scenarios can be
matched with what bitcoin has to offer currently pertaining to confirmation time.

 How would you expect such to be introduced to this short-attention-span millennia as an
everyday payment option? No, we gat to be real here. No wonder the granddaddy(bitcoin) in
talk is regarded as a de facto store of value.

But we can't give up on our new found revolution (cryptocurrency), can we? There has to be a
way out! 'Smartcash InstantPay' - here I come!. Imagine the two scenarios above, where am
done sorting my bill before the sale-person could finish pouring that milk into the coffee mug or
where the payment has already complete before the gas could fill-up in the bike tank. How
fabulous would that be? SmartCash InstantPay function is on the verge of turning these into
realities.

As an added sauce, you will get to pay a transaction fee many times lesser than the traditional
fiat charges. Imagine paying just $0.0005 for a single transaction no matter its amount. That
means you could rack up just $1 on as much as 2,000 individual separate transactions. No, that
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probable isn't a fee.
 

In fact, to make instant payment more effective and reliable the team have been focusing on
encouraging the setup of smart nodes and currently there are over 9,000 smart nodes spread
throughout the continents. This is more than the combine master node of Dash and PIVX which
are popularly known by their masternodes.

InstantPay technology uses the network of the setup nodes to instigate a transaction and notify
all nodes in the network about the transaction in other to avoid any recording or processing
error, which also prevent any loop to vulnerability or ungranted access.

At this point, you could argue with me less that by the InstantPay feature and almost free
transaction fee SmartCash is all set to take the finance world by STORM thereby, consciously
accelerating the fast adoption of cryptocurrency into the unreached parts of the world.
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RoadMap 2018.
Base on the above illustrative image.

 I will like to do a briefing on each of the stated objective.

INVISIBLE ADDRESS: This can be ascertained with privacy. It is intended to reveal the
transaction history of an address as being null. Thereby, safeguarding against tracking.
SMARTCARD: What could be more existing than owning a compact card you could
easily charge your bill with. SmartCash is taking things to the extreme by having this
feature in place.
ELECTRUM WALLET: This is to provide an easy access to the desktop wallet. Voting
and smartnode instigation to be included in its future functions.
CORE UPGRADE FOR FASTER SYNCING: A way of making the whole network to
be in instant agreement.
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UPGRADED EXPLORER: For better transparency and detailed info about the smartcash
blockchain.
STARTING SMARTNODE FROM WEB WALLET: Intended for greater flexibility of
node management
INSTANTPAY: The real mechanism that will bring about the wide acceptance of smarts by
everyday folk.
24HR SUPPORT CENTER: A service to support merchants and new users.
NATIVE MOBILE WALLET WITH MULTICURRENCY TRADING
ABILITY: How fascinated I was when I saw this proposed feature. Imagine that we never
get to go to exchange such as coinexchnageor cryptochange that are currently trading
Smartcash anymore. Saving us the stress, risk, fee and associated factors that are currently
experienced. How wonderful would that be?
ATOMIC SWAP: Also regarded as atomic cross-chain trading will involve the exchange
of one cryptocurrency to another without the involvement of third-party.
ADAPTIVE BLOCK: One of the major headache faced by Bitcoin developers or all those
who have the technical-know-how is how they could alter the code to change the block-size
without distorting the network to enable more transaction being processed. Blockchain as a
rigid technology once pre-written and initiated offers very little option to any adjustment in
the underlying code.

 
SmartCash who must have put this factor into consideration while choosing the zcoin
protocol intends to offer greater scalability by gradually increasing the block-size as the
need for it arises and thus building the blockchain to process more number of transactions
per period of time.

Conclusion
Without even going one-on-one with the brain(s) behind this project, one could clearly see that
the main objective which brought about the creation of this project is "creating a ready-made
avenue and considerations by which cryptocurrency can actually be integrated into our everyday
activities thus making the dream why they were first created come alive "serving as the #1
exchange medium by disrupting the old traditional way".

SmartCash - a coin for a Smart Generation.

Quick Fact
 Cryptocurency, while still known by little are destined to increase in value once the number of

investors/users increases. The point is, this could be a good chance to add up some smarties to
your portfolio while it is still trading for penny. Mind you, crypto are very volatile assets,
therefore, always stake what you can afford to lose and make your own personal research to
truly convince yourself about your investments.

https://www.cryptochange.co.za/pages
https://www.coinexchange.io/
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If you would like to learn more about smartcash please visit: https://smartcash.cc/

Follow @smartcash on steemit for a chance to win some smarties.
 Join the conversation right now on discord

https://discordapp.com/invite/Cpx5T6S
https://steemit.com/@smartcash
https://smartcash.cc/
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